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ALBUQUERQUE,

started frum Santiago but ""-nget through. The steamship Tehas left here for Talcahuano and
will return loaded with provisions.
The earthquake was not felt jc- verely at Concepción, Iqulque or .Vi-- I
tofagasta.
The
building of the newspaper El Mercurio has suffered practically no damage whatever, and Kl
Mercurio is the only paper In Valparaiso getting out daily editions.
It Is firmly believed here that the
Valparaiso earthquake was mere
vere than that which visited Ban
Francisco. losses in life and properly
are enormous, but all estimates are as
yet premature.
been
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TIloi s.WD CORPSES
AUK, ALREADY Ht'KIED
Santiago, Chile. Aug. 20. Refugee
arriving from Valparaiso
declared
that 1,000 corpses already have be- n
arc
buried there. The authorities
taking severe measures to mainlR' i
order. Twenty pillagers have bee i
shot.
Another Slight Shock.
Santiago, Chile. Aug. 20. Another
slight shock of earthquake was experienced today
OXK

BURYING

IE

DEM

PF.OPLK AIM:
WANDERING HOMELESS
Paris. Aug. 20. A dispatch to the
Havas News Agency from Valparaiso,
undated, was received here today ov
way of Galveston.
The correspon
states that 20,000 of the Inhabitants of Valparaiso are without shelter; that the number of dead cannot
be accurately estimated, though it 's
Earthquakes Have Ceased in very
great: that the villa del Plain
been completely destroyed and
Stricken Valparaiso and the has
that the property loss is estimated .it
$250,0(50.000.
dispatch adds that
People Are Returning From the stilt of The
the news agency was
(lee
to
city
forced
the
and that it
Hills to the Smoking Ruin. believed several of Its members were
20,00(1

klHed.

WHOLE

COAST

TWO MEMBERS OF THE
PARLIAMENT ARRESTED

IN

PLACES BODILY LIFTED

Citizens of Santiago Where
Damage
Was Comparatively Small Flock to Sister City's Succor.
SURVIVORS'
ARE

Total

SUFFERINGS
HEARTRENDING

"St. Petersburg. Aug. 20. The ar-- l
rests of two members of parliament
have heen reported today, one of them
In the province of Kiev and the other
In the province of Taurlda.
Thirty-seve- n
nt
national officers
Cronstadt have resigned owing to their
Indignation at what they characterise
as the lenient sentences imposed on
the mutineers by the court martial in
session there.
General Saraubaieff. aide de camp
general to Emperor Nicholas, has been
appointed inspector of infantry while,
retaining the position of adjutant general ;iinl his membership in the council of the empire,
General Saraubaieff commanded one
e
army corps in the
i
war.
Russo-Japanes-

SUICIDES WITH MORPHINE

Damage

May

Reach

$300,000,000 and Seapor:
Town Is a Total Wreck.
Reports Still Meager.
In Chile
The earthquakes
censed, the resultant fires have ben
extinguished and people of the two
cities. Valparaiso find Sanllago, aie
taking organized steps to relieve lh"
suffering, care for Ihe wounded ani
bury the dead. The period of suce libas entered.
Dispatches received from Chile tend
to show that the first estimates of
the casualties and material damage
had been greatly exaggerated and thai
Ihe people of Valparaiso are bernini.ig
calmer. The lea of further shocks
has been removed by a Statement Issued from the observatory, and tod.n
n became possible for the first tlir.-torganize relief work and begin a
systematic search of the ruins for the

DOMESTIC TROUBLE CAUSE
Raw. of San .Marcial In Deeper-ji'tioii Takes Own Life.
N,
MarcialXNjSr,
Aug. 20. C.l.
San
Raw, a earpenttif employed at Elmen-dor- f.
N. iM.. terf miles north of this
piare, committed suicide yesterday by
taking a large quantity of morphine.
Grief at the death of his wife a short
lime ago Is oelieved to have prompted
Raw to take his life. He was discovered shortly after he had taken the
drug and hurried to San Antonio, and
Dr. Vlssette of of .San Marcial was
called but arrived shortly after the
man had died. The bodv will be
interred at San Antonio. Raw had
been employed on a number of buildings being erected at Elmendorf.
He
.
had been there but a few
'. X.

T

we-ks-

Santiago Is coming to the rescue of
her Stiff erl rig sister. Public subscriptions have been opened for money,

clothing and provisions, and the oapi-lis caring for all refugees from
Valparaiso w ho make their way across
tin' mountains.
Tlte government Is putting down
pillage wherever It breaks out wall
troops,
..,,,
.1.1.. ...
i.. .tin
.i
ii ti ii.t
i'!.. i, ........i.
nuil
Iti lo
correct estimate of the dead and li;,
juml. The reports from Chile tiro
most conflicting. A large section of
the country, however, was visited by
the catastrophe of last Thursday ani
cabled estimates of casualties refer in
some instances to particular localities
notably Valparaiso, and in others evidently to the entire region Which suffered from the shock
The mímico
of dead In Valparaiso doubtless nil
run Into the hundreds and for the entire countr probably into Ihe thousands. The properly damage Is estimated at from two hundred to tttrofl
hundred ijillllon dollars.
Relief Is being organized with system, and the government has taken
complete control of the situation.
The remoler districts have not yet
been heard from and efforts are being mads to establish communication
either by wire or courier Willi the
provinces.
Tin- - statement is made that every
building in Valparaiso lias
u dam
aged, ami the city has been described
as "uninhabitable,"
The Aiincndi
quarter and the principal streets are
mere heaps of ruins. The people still
throng the surrounding hills and the
Seashore and many are leaving the
locality as best they can.
II Is reported that at several pida!
Ihe coast has lifted above its former

ST MERCY 0 F
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Ice!.

that. six or eight towns
the stricken districts have beon
destroyed, but details are still lacking
VI ns Dol .Jar, which Is a suburb
of
Valparaiso, Is described as almost
rely In ruins
There are lil'ly dead
and liiO wounded at Talca.1
it is reported,

In
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DYNAMITE El l ECU' Mi IN
; RATION
( N I I,
STOI'I'INt;
Valparaiso, Aug. 20. The
broke mil after the earthquake
liave. as a result of stubborn efforts,
Dually
suppressed. Dynamite
been
was largely used to Ibis end.
The streets of the city are enustaa;
ly patrolled by military
and other
forces
The authorities are taklirf
energetic measures to maintain order
Many robbers have been shot and
killed on the spot.
Martial law
lire.-whic-

pro-vail-

Telephone communication between
here and Santiago was restored today.
The telegraph wires, howevei-aBtlll down and the railroad Is not
working. Most of the communication
Is by couriers on horseback.
Letters
for thu outside world are delivered
here at the municipal building on
Victoria square and sent daily over
the mountains to Santlugo by horx.j-meIn
the
Meat Is being distributed
streets here by order of the authoriof provisions hai
ainlo.nl
ties and

Í

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21,

1.200 feet loug at a distance of 2,400
feet from shore inclosing a m.iguiri-cen- t
grand basin 280 acres in extent.
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TIE UP

TWO BIG SYSTEMS

more than eighty years with him.
after a w hile, made his horn '
with Clarkson
Jean Clarkson showed him th n de
which had been attached to the will.
To his great delight Pierre deciphered
it with the aid o the code the plrat. s
had used for so many years. It tip II
read as follows:
Jean Clarkso i.
when you are twenty-gv- e
years of
age At the cud of a line 300 feet en. t
from the front doorway of Bordeaux
Manor, dig for your Inheritance."
Clarkson found that the point Indicated was covered by water at high
tide. With Lafitte he started out o
4lig. but encountered a man who w is
already digging on the spot. He was
covered by their pistols and taken to
the house, where Mrs Clarkson
once recognized his as an attorney
named Deer, who had been employ d
by her husband and who had lon:r
plundered the estate to line his own
pocket. To him was due the poverty
of the mother and son. He was arrested and forced to give up a great
deal of the plundered property. He
confessed to having discovered the
meaning Of the will of which he had
a copy
With Deer, the dishonest attorney,
out Of the way. Lafitte and Clarkson
went back to the beach and dug n
the spot Indicated. Three feet below
the water they found a heavy Brass
bound chest, which Lafitte at
as having belonged to his
He touched a hidden Spring
brother
and revealed a fortune of gold ail
jewels worth several hundred thousand dollars.
After all his adventures and excitement this was too much for old
Pierre and he fell dead.

INDUSTRIAL

Trains Stalled in Big Bunches One
of
Most
Interesting
on
Desert by the Unruly
Legends of Old Town Is the
Waters Which Carry Out
Terrible
Story of Jean
Miles of Track,
Lafitte the Corsair,
Los Angeles. Cal., Aug. 2(1. Floods
Arizona
and parts of California
is a result of the cloudbursts yester-

The Morning Journal flureatt
ISIS Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.. ,
Washington, D. C. Aug. 20.
By this lime next year the Jatnea-towexposition will be in full swing.
With the date set for its opening on
April 2f, 1007
less than nine months
distant- - and with a reasonable prospect of establishing a precedent ly
really opening on schedule time, the
general public knows very little about

day and last night have completely
tied up the transcontinental lines of
the Sania Ke
Southern Pacific. No
trains have gone east from here since
last Saturday and several hound both
ways are held al various points until
the tracks are cleared.
The rain has now ceased, however,
and conditions are Improving.
Roth
roads expect to have the tracks clear- this exposition.
There Is, in fact, a prevailing Imed and trafile moving again by 'tonight or at farthest by tomorrow pression that the Jamestown exposition is going to be comparatively
morning.
small to other expositions held in
MOUNTAIN floods ham:
DOVE IMMENSE DAMAGE the past. It Is to have nil the feaLos Angeles, Aug, 20. Four of the tures of other expositions, and a lew
Southern Pacific's westbound passen- thut arc ail its own. And It is to
ger trains are held at Yuma, Ihe dam- turn from the sordid .commercialism
aged district being this side, between of the purely industrial exposition
Mecca and Volcano.
These traína arc and emphasise the historic and roa consolidation of six. Two easthouud mantic Interests which It commemopassenger trains are hold at Indio on rates.
the desert. These are a consolidation
The exposition Is to occupy 400
of three trains from this city. The acres of land, and about 280 aores cf
tracks are not washed out. according water between two "grand piers" on
to reports to headquarters, but the Hampton Roads near Norfolk, Portsheavy ruinfall In the desert has flood- mouth and Newport News. It Is live
ed them and made them unsafe.
miles from Norfolk, and Ave miles
The condition on the Santa Fe is from Newport News, four miles from
equally as bad. The deluge was heavy Fortress Monroe, and eight miles from
at Needles .and other points across the Portsmouth. The exposition will hav)
line In Arizona. The tracks are im- four mlle of water front. There
ported washed out in numerous placvs Is to be a great military drill ground,
by freshets from the mountains and thirty acres of It. There Is to be a
gnngs of men are being sent out from canoe trail, two miles long, running
all available sources to repair the from Drush Creek through the most
roadbed. Five westbound trains arc Interesting part of the exposition
being held at Kingman and three oth- grounds. A romantic winding footers air stalled this side. Easthoun.i path called "flirtation walk" Is to foltrains leaving Los Angeles Saturday low the canoe trail for a mile or so.
are stalled al Onffs and yesterday's There probably never has been an exposition planned whose natural adtrains are at Bagdad.
The principal washouts are along vantages even approximated those of
the route from Needles to Danube and the site for 'this one.
Many freight trains
out to Tom por
The grand piers, already mentioned,
are sidetracked along the route.
are to extend 2,400 feet Into HamilHeavy rains have occurred also ton Roads from
Ule exposition
along the line of the Halt Lake Rout, grounds. They are to be M0 feet
damage.
wide,
escaped
by
a cross plot
but that road has
and connected
u

The pirates were several tiBIOS
prosecuted in the United States courts
but always managed to escape conviction. Commodore Patterson eaptur id
and burned the pirate village, but
most of the .pirates escaped and
as soon as the govcrnmeit
vessels had withdrawn.
Soon after
the Hi ii oh began operations agoi ist
New Orleans. Commodore I'ercj sent
Captain LooStWOOd to Lafitte with a
letter proposing an alliance against
the 1'nlfed State.-- - and offering him
command of a line ship and S0,OOQ
In gold If he would join In thu attack on the Americans.
.Lafitte asked for time to consider
the proposal and then wrote to Governor Claiborne of Louisiana, detailing the offer that had been made lo
him and offering his services to ihe
United States on condition, that he
and his followers should be pardon
of the crime of piracy and his brother released from the New Orleans prison In which he was confined.
The
offer was accepted and l.afttte fougot
with great distinction against
thi
British at the battle of New Orleans
President Madison confirmed th"
pardon of the pirates and In consideration of his services Lafitte was
a cominissi ni in the navy. This
was declined wllh thanks. Shortly after receiving ids pardon the plraie
colony disbanded
Jean Lafitte settled In Philadelphia, and later went
Norfolk with his beautiful daughter.
Hortense, who had married a ma i
named Clarkson He bought a farm
and built a home which he call"!
"Bordeaux Manor." on what is no.v
known as Sewall's Point.
In lsr.O La fltte died, leaving all of
except
his property.
the Sewall's
Point farm, to his daughter. To tl
will was attached a snort note addressed to his grandson. Only the
first line was in English. It
read:
"Jean Clarkson. when you are twenty-five
years of age," For many years
this puzxle remained unsolved. Jean
fought all through the civil war and
returned to find his father dead aul
his mother reduced to poverty. Such
was the state In which Pierre Lafitte
fpund them when In lRfifi he arrlv .1
In Norfolk.
He had wandered
a'l
over the world since the war of 1812.
and turned up In Norfolk imite by
In time he made the
chance.
of Jean Clarkson, who, not
knowing his father had been a pirate, did not associate- this old man of
I
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BIG MANCHURIA BRYAN
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AGROUND

ILLINOIS

PACIFIC MAIL LINER
FAST

ON

HAWAI

Governor General Joseph H.
Smith of Philippines Last to
Leave the Steamei May
Take Weeks to Move.

Foiced to Swallow En
dorsement for Presidency
Under Leadei ship of Sullivan Whom He Tried to Fire,
Be

Honolulu, Aug. 20. (6:3." p. m.)
It is the general Impression here this
evening thai the Pccilic mail liner
ifanchUrll which ran on a reef at
Uahbit
island before daylight this
morning,

is--

hopelessly aground

CANNOT

ESCAPE THE

HOPELESSLY

THERE'LL BE STORMY
TIMES IN CONVENTION

and

may be a loss.
While It was at first thought that Friends of the Nebraskan Will
SICKENINGCÁRÑÁGE
the steamer could be floated without
Against
Fight Strenuously
Much difficulty, all efforts have so far
AMONG SECTION HANDS been In vain and it seems to be the
Endorsement Unless Com
general opinion at this time that if
the ship is saved it will be effected
mitteeman Is Turned Down.
Engine Backs Into Car Two Ar: only by elaborate engineering operations, possibly requiring weeks.
Dead and Fifteen Injured.
She is far Inside the reef now and
pounding quite heavily.
Peoria, III.. Aug. 20. Whether It
The vessel,
standing high out of the water, forms pleases him or not, Williuin J. Hryan
Charlotte. Mich., Aug. 20. Two a picturesque
spectacle and crowds
are
dead,
Italian
laborers
twi are hastening from here over the will bo endorsed as the next presidenare dying and fifteen more are lying mountains to see the ship.
The tial candidate of the doinocratlc party
injured as a result of an engine oí u steamer is now seven feet further in- by the state convention of the Illinois
land than when she struck. The tUg democracy, which will bo culled
to
work train on the Michigan Central Fearless,
the revenue cutter Manning
two miles east of here backing im.o and thu steamers Kinue and Maul order tomorrow morning.
Mr. Uryau has stated that under
the train while the fifty laborers on have lines aboard and are tugging at
stern but are not moving the ship, certain conditions he does not cure for
the work train were eating their din- her
though holding her from going furth- the endorsement of the Illinois demner. A majority of the men were sil- er
on the reef.
ting about on several fiat cars, widen
passengers have been ocracy, but this will have little beamThe
were wrecked and thrown off the landed, cahln
It will be impossible to ing on the convention, and Mr. Bryan
but
track. As soon as the uninjured Ital- get ihem all here tonight. The steam will be endorsed Irrespective of lh
ians realized that their fellows ha.l hip company has made arrangements
been Injured they rushed for the en- for accommodations for the night at fact that he has announced that tie
gineer, wiio ran his engine back jp Walmanalo and the plantation man does not care for the approval of tne
the track and escaped before they agers have thrown open their homes democrats of the state, officially exto many of the passengers.
could do him harm.
pressed. If Roger C. .Sullivan, of ChiThe landings were effected without cago. Is allowed bv the convention 10
trouble, except a slight panic
much
STOREY ISÑEW CHIEF
among the Asiatics, who made a rush retain the position of National comthe boats but were soon quieted. mitteeman, to which he was ejected
ENGINEER ON SANTA FE for
Joseph F. Smith, governor general of in 11)01
It Is expected there will be stormy
the Philippines, who is on his way to
Manila to relieve (overnor (enera! times in the convention but all deA. Morse of West laid SUCOOCiS
Ide. was among Ihe last to leave th" bates will lead to thu same ending,
Steamer,
The officers of the ship re- which will be the endorsement of Mr
His As Chief nt Topeka.
If
IJryan as presidential oindidiite.
mained on board.
in
The road to Honolulu from Walmatheir
his friends are successful
Is
cona
nalo over the mountains
dirftlcult attempt to ?aln control of the
Topeka. Kas., Aug. 20. The a
and has been rendered much vention, he will be approved as a matpolntmenl of W P.. Storey, Jr., to be ono
worse by heavy rains. It is believed ter of course. If the men to whom
chief engineer of the Santa Fe rail- the passengers will not arrive here be- Mr. Hryan luis said that lie Is oppos id
way system,
with headquarters at fore tomorrow night. The malls have are successful In retaining control of
Chicago, was announced from the been taken from the Mam hurla bul the party organization, they will enbut have not yet arrived here. Cap- dorse him no matter what he
general offices of the company hero tain
Saunders Is quoted as assuming
friends of Mr. Hryan have been
today. The appointment Is effective all blame for the stranding of the
statements that If
September 1. Mr. Storey Is at preset. t ship as he was on the btldge and positive in theirdoes
not call for the
the convention
chief engineer of the Santo Fe lines mistook Ihe land for Makapu Point.
resignation of Roger C. Sullivan
betWeell Chicago and Albuquerque,
national committeeman from Illinois
wilh headquarters in this city. (.'. A.
After the Irreconcilable.
they will fight with all their strength
Morse, at present chlet engineer of
Vr.intzkop. Natal. Aug. 20. Colon- against
of any resolution
the lines Weal of Albuquerque, has el Hoyslon's 3,000 levies, of which endorsingtheMr.passage
If they are no;
are operating from Zululand. able to control Hryan.
Oeen appointed to succeed Mr. Ston y I,,"i00
convention,
and Inthe
engineer
of
the
will
natives
as chief
Santa F:
attack the Irreconcilable
dications tonight seem lo he against
at dawn tomorrow.
proper at Topeka
them, they will be unable to prev j
.
the endorsement from going tliroug'.i.
So confident, in fact are the Sullivan
forces that they are to domínate the

Í ROUBLESOM E
OF

A

ROOM

convention that the endorsement
Mr Hryan Is already drawn up.
thn
It contains a little stinger to
effect that while Illinois democrats ir?
strongly In favor of Bryan they SN
also emphatically in fuvor of horn
rule In politics, without Interference
from outside.
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WILL MAKE

WARSHIPST0"HELP
CATCH THE SMUGGLERS

REMOVED

Rumian Govrnuncnl Determined t
stop illegal Trade in Explosives,

Mississippi.

AS

a Month,

I.i-fttl-

JAMESTOWN

WELL

SOr.

By Mall, $5.00

ON BIG SCALE

WASHOUTS

in

MEXICO.

Jamestown has been called the cri-dl- c
of the nation. The exposition
of Its setcelebrates the
tlement. The site of the old town It
self Is on a little island some mi.es
up the river too small and too Inaccessible to be the scene of the grenl
exposition. And tberc is nothing left
of It now but the site, marked by the
crumbling tower otf an old church and
a few suaken tombstones. Boats passing up the rver to 'Richmpnd.
Ihe
third capital of Virginia, drop pass
engers who are mhidc.1 to explore the
ruins of Jamestown, the lirst capital
of the Old Dominion.
Jamestown was not destined for a
long career, as clUes go. It had a
short life, and, If not a merry one, at
SPORTS CELEBRATE DAY
least a full one. Within a century of
WITH A GENERAL JAG Its settlement. Its ptar had passed i'.s
zenith and was In Hie dcscendcncy.
Within two centuries it was completely deserted. Yet In that first century
Three Killings Barely Averted it had lived, and made ineradicable
marks on the scrolls of history. W'fih-I- n
in Pecos Valley
Its limits had been sown the seed
Town on
which was to bear nearly two and o
First Day the Tiger Went half centuries later the blood red fruit
of the civil war.
For at Jamestown, in August, 101'.,
Into, His Cage.
negro slavery was Introduced in'o
America by the captain of a Dutch
who sold twenty Afris polla to the Mornrtifr Journal.
cans to the colonists to be their sei
o swell, N. M., Aug. 20. Today fo
o first time in the history of Ros- - vants
Within fifteen years of its
well there was not a licensed gamfounding it had grown to such probling game running In this city. With portions that it was able to survive
the going into effect of the new law an Indian massacre of 350 colonises.
all the sports In town united In a genIn 1676, during Bacon's rebellion, the
eral jag to celebrate the day and the town was burned, and it was evidentpassing of the "tiger" was marked by ly even then past Its prime, foi" it
general disorder and several free for had not sufficient i vit ality to recoVer
all lights, three killings being barely from that blow, and in IBM!) the capaverted by the Intervention of cooler ital was removed to Williamsburg and
heads. There was no attempt to open finally in 1779 to Richmond, And in
games in the city limits. A gambling the march
of progress
Jamestown
hall was opened two miles from the was In time abandoned.
city limits under a territorial license.
Not least maong the many historical
Prosecuting Attorney J. M. Hetvey is
making an attempt to suppress this associations of Jamestown
exposition Is the legend of Jean
place, which has been doing a land
Lafitte, most dreaded of all the teroffice business and has been the mecrible corsairs who ravaged the
es of all the gamblers in the vicinsea in the early part of the
ity.
century. His storj Is almost forlast
DS
gotten now. yet then, is still living in
COOLIE LABOR-BINorfolk people who remember th"
man and his odd personality. They
FOR PANAMA OPEN recall
the time when his home sto d
where now rises the stately pilastercd
eastern wall of the manufactures'
Washington. Aug. 20 Specificabuilding of the exposition They
tions for bids to furnish Chinese labor member, too, the vast excitement
for the construction of the Panama which prevailed in 1K6B when
his
canal were Issued today by the Isth- treasure chest was dug up from :he
mian canal commission. The basis to shore of an adjacent Inlet. Some cf
bidding la for 2.500 coolies, although It those who remember Lafitte roca.i
was made clear that the commission him as mi old man. grim, gaunt anJ
may call for such additional num- gray, who used to prowl along th"
bers of Chinese laborers as it ma, wharves of Norfolk and Portsmouth'
making bold men shrink before his
need, should the experiment be sucbaleful, withering gaze, telling Strang
cessful, but the number shall not exceed 2,000 per month. All proposals tales of the Indian ocean, of sla
must be received not later than 10 traders, pirate crews and fights and
a. m. September 20, at which timo how he had fought Spain and Orsal
Britain. It was not until lung after
they will be opened.
The usual conditions regulating the his death, however, whi n his treasure
competitive bidding for government chest containing jewels and gold t3
supplies is prescribed by the specifi- the value of several thousands of dollars was dug up that they knew him
cations.
Exacting regulations will he made to be Jean Lafitte, the pirate,
as to the personal Identification of
Jean Lafitte was born in Bornéalo.
each Chinaman
ting within the France, in 1780. He voyaged to .ho
zone. The contractor Is required to Island of Mauritius in
the Indian
give security to the republic of Panocean in 1801 and there fell In love
ama thai Chinese laborers and fami- with a beuutlful girl. Lozette Fon-dalies shall be promptly deported upon
because of whom ho became Incompletion of their terms of service.
volved in a duel. His sweetheart received
the bullet Intended for h'm
One More Lynching.
and died almost Immediately. This
Columbia,
8. C,
Aug. 20, -- Bob was the turning point In his life. Mad
Kthrkige. the negro who attempted with grief, he seized the vessel which
criminal assault on the daughter .of carried him to Mauritius and turned
.T II. West, a farmer, was shot in pirate. With varying fortunes he foldeath tonight al the scene of Ins lowed piracy for several years and
crime.
r.
t
was finally captured by a British
He was imprisoned on ids
own vessel and treated with Utmost
cruelty. Ills brother, Pierre, ono of
Ihe crew of the war vessel, finally released him and with the aid of Otbjwr
captives they succeeded la recapturing their shtp from the prize crew.
The brothers anain turned to piracy
to make a living. In 1H07 With
vessels they, made war oh Sp.in
In behalf of Cartagena from which
state they had a regular commission.
With this to give semblance to their
a ship
operations, they rstabllshed
ping business in New Orleans In tic
meantime, Ihe corsair trade of the two
was carried on with ever increasing
success and Widening scope. At tic
outbreak of the war of 1812 the Lililíes bad in commission a fleet or
large well armed ships manned by til
desperadoes of all nations with head,"
quarters on the island of Grand Terre,
forty miles west of the mouth of the
WILL BE HISTORICAL AS

TWO RAILWAYS EXPOSITION

den

tID

ROSWELL

NEW

4

n3

BROWNSVILLE
ARE

MURDERERS

YET UNDISCOVERED

UNCLE JOE WILL GET
BIG SEND OFF TODAY

Colored Troops Are Trans- Convention of Illinois Republi
ferred to Save Their Necks
cans Will Endorse Canny!
Old Politician for President
and Investigation of the
in 1908,
Affair Is Now On,
Washington. Aug. 20. Orders were
Issued today hy the military secretary,
Major General F. C. Ainsworth, for
the transfer of the colored troops
from Fort Brown. Texas, where there
has been serious trouble between citizens and soldiers, to Fort Ringgold,
Texas, which 1m avout 100 miles above
Fort Brown and is also on the Rio
Grande.
One company of the Twenty-sixt- h
infantry Is ordered to Fort Brown to
take the place of the colored troops.
The eompuny ordered to Fort
Brown Is made un of white men. This
shifting about of troops was made
subseipient to a report from Major
C. W. Penrose on the situation at Fort
Brown, and after an appeal by Senator Culhersnn to President Hoosovelt.
In his report Major Penrose says ho
was persuaded that the killing of one
citizen In Hi ownsvljle and the. wounding of another were the work of soldiers, although he has been unable
as vet to discover who the guilty
men are.
Preacher Defends .lohn.
Cleveland, Aug. 20. Indigestion,
he has suffered for threj
which
from
days, kept Mr. Rockefeller In doors
at bis Forest Hill home Sunday. The
Buclid avenue Baptist church was
crowded, many of those present being
strangers led by the announcement
that Rockefeller would he present.
Dr. Cortland Myers, of the Baptist
tabernacle, Brooklyn, preached th
sermon, during the course of which
he defended Rockefeller from tho
newspuper attacks.
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Washington. Aug. HO. The Russian
ambassador has Informed the department of state that the Russian government, in order to more effectively
of
check Ihe unlawful Importation
Un arms and explosives Into the Russian purls in the Baltic, has decidí' 1
to extend to the flotilla of reveno"
cutters charged with the surveillance
and prevention of smuggling, the iJ-- I
(stance of the warships of the Intpf-rlnavy. The ambassador adds that
there is nothing unusuul In this cooperation, and that the instructions
issued to the officers of war vess.i i
are In evory respect consistent wi'li
the provisions of the Russian customs
law and the general rules of International maritime law.
al

i

lute of the republican state conven- tlon eMch meets here tomorrow will
of Speaker Jobe the endorsement
seph (, Cannon as nominee for tho TROLLEY CAR
presidency in 190S. This ad Ion was
TRACK, KILLING THREE
decided upon tonight al a conference
of state party leaders held at the state
house.
Ohio, Aug. 20. A
Wapakoneta.
All factions In the party are united
in tho movement to gjvn Spen,kur Can- Westorn Ohio inlcrurhan cur Jumped
non's presidential boom us enthusi- the track while golg al full spi ed
as possible and ft res- at Crldersvllle, five" miles south or
astic a send-of- f
olution endorsing his candblacy will here tonight, killing three persons
be presented to the convention. An- and Injuring over twenty.
The Bend.
other Interesting event will be the enJOHN VAN CLAPPER, motorman.
dorsement of Senator Oulloni for reelection to Ihe United States senau. Lima.
OTTO KOCH, passenger, WapakoThe Indications are the convention
neta.
will be a harmonious one.
MISS IVA RE1NARD, ngod 18, Crt- dersvllle.
(.OMPKBS WON'T REPLY TO

IMPS

Mlt. CANNON VOW
Boston. Aug. 20. president Samuel D R A W H E A DSTE R R I B LY
QomperS, of the American Federation
CRUSH CAR REPAIRER
of Labor, asked if he would reply to
the references made to him by Speaker Cannon In his speech at Danville.
Hurry Andcrwm of Let Vcgus Will
III., said:
Die m lU'Hiilt of Injuries.
"I shall not answer
Mr. Cannon
now I Mtall do It later, In the course
of the campaign, as soon as I can get Special tto the Morning Journal.
to It. I am here In transit, on my way
Raton, N. M.. Aug. JfO. Harry T.
to Maine.
Anderson, employed, InXne Santa Fe'
evidently
"Mr. Cannon's
remarks
car repairing deparUnent here, was
were mnde In n prepared speech and seriously and prohalny fatally Injured
I do not care to reply In such a
nas'v here thin aflernoon'whlle at work In
d
manner us would be necer-- ; the repair yards. A few feel
front
sary If I were to talk on the subject a car on which Anderson was at wrirk
BOW.
some of his fellow workmen had raised a car on Ja kserews. Suddenly the

Mlnnt'MOtii Foirsl Fires.
Duluth, Aug 20. The Mesba range
Murphy for Jetéate.
a
20.
New York, Aug.
Charles F. ll veritable furnace as the result of
Murphy, - leader of Tammany hall, fires that are still spreading over tho.
said today that he would be for Jer- parched surface of the ground and
ome for governor if he Is the candi- swamps. Millions of dollars worth of
date of the democratic state conven- property, towns and mines are In
People at various points aru
tion. Tsmmany .hall he said, Is not pei ii
committed to Hearst or any one else. "backfiring."

raised car slipped from the Jacks and
Jammed Into the car on which
waa working catching him between the drawheads.
He waa terribly crushed about the hips and abdomen and It was several minutes before the cars could be separated ana
ho could be removed. He was eent
to the hospital at Las Veras.
An-dera-
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

STONE HOTEL

Use For Over 60 Years

Bath

House

Run

MEXICO

NEW

KLBUQUERQUE,

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

Is now open all the year around
Beat of Accommodations
Otero's

ENGINEER
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ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED

In

Connection.

Do Your
MRS. WM. ROGERS,

EyesTrouble You?

Prop

MAY MEAN EARLY EFFORT
AT

I

SEWER IMPROVEMENT

Urgent Need of Cleaning Up
Certain Portions of City Including City Ditch Brough!
Out by City Physician.
nit nt of a city engineer.
ut the sewer lyotcuj and
utgant
need
for a .sanitary cam- the
palgu n. certain portion of Albuiuci-- ,
qtl ail ame up tur discussion in the
ti y council uuK night in roanartlon
with a report of the city phyalctao
ng
.
number of typhoid fever
Tin cm (!

the extension

...thin the city limits and a
Mi
number in the village of
Corrales up the river, and In Baton,
south of Albuquerque.
Wdt r suppl)
an.! milk supply also came up for dih- Ion
in the same connection and
Dr. Cams gave it as his opinion thai
neither the city water nor the milk
supply could be held responsible for '
any of the cases existing here, but
that in almost every case, they could
be traced to surface water or arater
taken from shallow wells. 'Hie water
In one of thesi wills he had had analyzed by a chemist in Las Vegas,
who found a complete outllt of typhoid fever germs therein. Dr. Cains
EtVOred the clusing of all these walla.
Aafeatl as to the condition of the
city water. Dr. Cants gave It as his
opinion that none of the trouble could
be traced to the city water, that tests
Of this water had been made not only
la.-- t
year, but this, and that In both
oases it had been found by the chemto
he free from contamination. He
ist
.'aid. further, that he had Inspected
the water company's wells and plant
and that it wns difficult to see how
contamination
could occur in view
of the precautions that have been ta
ken, lie believed the remedy and tie
aafeat guard against future typhoid
contamination
was to be found In
closing the shallow wells or surface
water sources, and in cleaning up.
This latter Dr. Cams thought could
and
be done In several ways.
There
be complete connection
with the sewer system, he aald;
there should be general cleaning up
all over the city and particularly
in
h.mie portions of It. and there should
be Immediate extension of the sewer
syatem. Chan things, the city physt- in thought would prove the surest
Safeguard against typhoid. He men- tloned particularly the city ditch, that
long landing source of trouble, which
has done much to turn the hnlr of
i very city council for the past twenty
years. The ditch Is Bald to be lii a
condition Just now which is a little!
worse than anything in Its
history. This ditch, supposed to have
been dosed a dozen times, persistently refuses to remain closed and turns
uii summer after summer, filled with
.h i cased cats, old shoes and decaying vegetation until the people who
live near it are driven to the verge of
eon- -

I

i

i

'

--

di - mi r.

Concerning the milk supply, Dr.
Carna said that the typhoid germs seldom originated in the milk Itself, but
ame through the water used in clean-in- g
the utensils used in carrying the
BUpply. In one dairy typhoid germs
had been found In the well from
arnli h the dairy's water supply came.
This well, he said, had been closed
and every prec aution was now being
He
taken In the' Infected district.
that with the losing of surface wells
and the i leaning up of the city so lis
to Ti i.nl any possible spread of the
dd aae by the busy house-fl-y
there
COUld be' no further danger of typhoid.
ut
once to
The council proceeded
the business of leaning up. ity unan- inous vote the city scavenger was given police powers and Instructed to Inaugurate a rigid campaign of i leanc

ing.

The pending suit In which the city
is a party, looking to the final cloalng
of the city ditch, will cone up before
Judge Abbott on Saturday and it Is

confidently expected that the veteran
e will at that time be finally
hatada
The council then tamed to the matter of the extension of the sewer system, which has been under consider
ntion for several months. The sewer
was ordered to bring n
committee
it Unite report on the proposed exten-nion.- it
the next regular meeting of the
council. The discussion of the proposed
wit extensions brought up the
long standing question of the employment of a city engineer which hasv
been the -- hobby of Alderman Han-leof the Klrst ward during his serThe matter was
vil e in the council.
referred to the finance committee of
the council sometime ago for a report
as to the ability of the city treasury
to stand the expense of maintaining
Aldcr-ian enginper and his ofllce.
in Le.irnnrd, chairman of the committee, presented a report last night
mmlttaa receaineoded
in which th
the employment of an engineer at a
(.alary of t,IM per annum. The
was adopted and the mayor and
i Ity
clerk were empowered to enter
Into negotiations for the employment
of Do. QgtW of fleers.
modera
.Several men are under
tion for the position and a selei (Ion
When
Is likely to be made at once.
He engineer Is Installed the council
In a position to proceed with
will
the work of ílannlng the extensions
of the sewer system, which with the
lipid growth of the (ity hive grown
lb! olutely necessary.
l.lghl and Water Mailers.
A petition was read and referred to
the water committee last night from
property owners on West Lead aveof the
nue asking for tin- extension
that street for a diswiur main on blocks
west from the
tan, e of three
present terminus.
(in petition of property owners arc
corlights were ordered placed at the uve-mu
al r of Hoventh street and Huma
aiel at the corner of head avenue
and South Walter street.
A letter from Dr. A. IJ. Henderson
was read protesting against the charge
by thi Colorado Telephone company
of the office rate for a telephone In
The conten-n.- n
the doctor's residence.
of thu company Is that the doctor's office is In his residence and that
he, therefore, should be required 10
air the office rate. The matter was
referred to the city attorney.
Upon motion of Alderman Hanley a
ommtttes was appointed to call on
!)
ndrews with a request that
he t ike up with the director of the
g illogical survey the matter of hav
ing the survey's party now In the Meld
In this section, give this city a meridian line. The party is engaged in
taking the altitudes of this section of
New Mesh o. Messrs. Hnnley, liar
rlson and Neustsdt were named as
such a committee.
Walter street property owners appeared with a petition protesting
n

(
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IT IS A QI'ICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

For DEEP SEATED PAINS
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
I' KEEL

Y AND

KUB HARD.

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.

THE JAFFA
GROCERY COMP'Y

C. H. C

DEEP THAT

NO PAIN SO

I EXAMINE Til KM FREE
Every Pair of Glasses Fitted Guar,
No
antcod Absolutely Correct.
Guessing Sclent llie Methods
ONLY USED.

"Good Things

IT CANNOT BE REACHED
BY THIS OLD
TiME-TRIEREMEDY.

toEat"

With

and ROUTED

GOOD FOR

STIFF JOINTS

It Will Sill

Use Our

To Rust Tin
the gallon, or contracts will be
taken for painting roofs. Address
BORRADAILE & CO.

Sold by

Krack Cream

117

clerki report

showed.

I!

Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N.

Dt

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, HM.m.Hi.
Officers and Directora:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
Vice-Preside- nt

under water, after once set. A rain
comlns on fresh paint will not wash it. 3.
There is No Acid in It

First National Bank

W.

and Cashier.

WILLIAM
BALD RIDGE

O.

McINTC-SH-

A. M.

"

iKJn7"'0II
Annuitant

Oaanm,

GEORGE AUNOT.

.

BLACK WKLL.

O. K. CROsfWMLL.

O'RIEllY COMPANY

J. H.

Leading

Vrutsts

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.

Both Phones.

Albuquerque

M.

BURNS

BREAD

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR

THE GLOBE STORE

FOR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.

POSITIVELY Cures PILES
It Will Give
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
GOBS TO

THE VERY

CMAD

Satisfaction

SIXTY YEARS.

1

'jm

FOR

DEMEMBER we carry a full
1

line of Peters' "Diamond

CIT-

ADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND 80 GOOD FOR
FROST-BITES- .
IT GIVES
SURE. AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

Brand" Shoes, which were
awarded the Grand Prize at the

St. Louis Exposition in i 904,
The

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH,

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.

Jaffa
"Good

Grocery Co.

In all sizes and styles for Men,

Things to Eat"

Mall Orders Filled Sama
as Received.

FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, 8TIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

Women and Children,

Day

and at all prices, at i

WE ALSO CARRY

THE CELEBRATED

A

A

VOU COULD'NT

BUY A

J. D. Eakln. Pres.
G. Oloml, V. P.

Chas. Mellnl, Sec
O.

Bachcchi, Trcas

Consolidated Liquor Co.

YOU

BETTER LINIMENT IF
TRIED IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS,

Successors to Mellnl & Kakln and
Bachcchi & Gloml
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
handle everything in our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
BOTH PHONES

Wa
CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOON FUL EN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.

Shoe for lUomeit
In both high and low cuts.

$3.50 to $5.00.
are right,

Prices range from

Come in and see us, our prices

atatotytacaiatyiatat

THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.

ALSO Ki ll

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN Y0UR8BLF OB IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE,

J

MECHANICS NEED IT ON
THEIR WORK BENCH.

ADAMS & DILGARD

FUNERAL

FOR PAINS ACHES AND
80RB MUSCLES.

THERE
GOOD.

The Big Globe Sign on W. Railroad Ave

CURE.

DIRECTORS

IS NOTHING SO
BUB IT IN WELL

Forefathers.

The city

BANK OF COMMERCE

W. S. RTR1CKLER,
la Impervious to heat and cold; it will
not run, crack, or blister; It will harden

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.

The LINIMENT of our

114,043.14.

small. We have them.

THE

FOR. ROOFS

Embalming is Our
Specialty

against the proposed change of the
grade of that street between Railroad
The proper!)
anil Copper avenues.
owners hold that any hange H "o
uncles
and will
present grade will be
serve only t' disturb the symmetry of
he street. The petition went to the
tree committee,.
Th report of Hie city treasurer
wna read showing a balance In the
clty treasury on August 1st, 1906, of

Is

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FAOTUMEi

EUREKA PAINT

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
HULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OS BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

QUICKLY HEALS
AND SCALDS.

Is a necessity and the cost

FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track. Albntrnerqne

Satisfaction

CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY 0001) for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

EM ERGENCY.

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

a,

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

rREATEST

Vve.

-

50c. nnd $1 a BOTTLE.

LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

D.

P
'Y'P
Iron and Brasa Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cart, Pulleys, Orate
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columna
and Iron Fronts for Build-IngRepairs on Mining and
Mlllin- - Machinery In Our Specialty

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

(

0.

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
R. p. HALL. Proprietor

W0ÜNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

2.-.-

T?.

E S,

A R N

Graduate Optician
Yannw
114 R. U.

collected In July to the
amount of $2,227.25.
The report of thu bulling Inspector
showed
eighteen building permits
granted In July with a total value of

censes

$24.000.
An ordinance requiring n $1.000
bond of electricians nnd fixing a license for that trade was passed. The
ordln.iinc ha l,nn before the city
council for several months.
The new fire limit ordinance, fixing
un Inner and an outer fire limit was

Mcintosh HaLfdw&re Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J, POST & CO.

Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avenue
New Phone 151
Old Phone lllk 298
read and referred to the (Ire committee for further consideration.
The
ordinance ilxes un Inside limit In
which only llieproof construction will
be allowed anil un outer limit In
which certain amounts of wood and
wood roofing will be allowed. The
will be changed considerably
before It is submitted for tlnul passage.
Good old Summer Time
Is the best season In which to change
your system of keeping accounts In
bound hooks to the uso of loose lenf
methods. You know the advantages.
We make all sizes and styles. Let's

talk

It over.
II. 8. LlUtfow A Co.,

Bookbinders.

Journal Uulldlng.

ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR TUB

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

RIPLEY

SMS

6E1S MORE

IN

IN

ADVERTISING

WlH

MONEYS
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KANSAS SANTA FE

THE

FUR
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There are many causes of nervousness, but
poor blood heads the list. The doctors call
it anemia. The blood lacks red corpuscles.
At your first opportunity, consult your doctor
about taking Aycr's Sarsaparilla. Ask him if he has anything better for weak
ness, debility, nervousness. If lie has, take it. If not, taw Ayer s Sarsaparilla.
' Ajrer Co.
We haro no
orrta We ublith
Get well, that's what you are after. thi
formula rf all our pi
MUM.

New oust

OUR FALL OPENING OF

Boys' and Youths' Clothing

MEIER STILE UNDER SANTA FE IS STILE

You can count upon the fintjer-- of one hand those manufacturer-; who produce strictly reliable, trustworthy boys'
clothes who have the kwy ledge, cxperiwice and methods necessary to make garments that will fully satisfy you.
The XTRAGOÓD label on our clothes is the mark of the
best boys' clothing made. This superiority is due partly to the
better quality i the woolens and lining's used by the makers:
partly to the ityle and good taste they know bow to put into
garments, ami in large part to their honest, conscientious Work
in tailoring.
In XTRAGOOD you get clothes of sterling worth. The
most perfect combination of fabrics and expert workmanship.
The most pleasing and harmonious designs, absolutely reliable,
honest and durable merchandise.
This store is exclusive headquarter in this vicinity for
XTRAGOOD clothing. Besides the styles shown here, we
have a complete line of all the correct models for boys from
2
to 17 years of age. Our stock includes both suits and
overcoats. All fabrics, colorings and patterns are represented.
Vc y.v ( )ur prices cannot be bettered and they cannot be
equaled, even in stores of much larger cities.
;

:

Railroad Is Scattering Tfious-- j
FLOOD
BOND TO NEXT
DEFENDS SANTA FE MAN
ands of Hand Bills Around
the West Telling of the
One State Cannot Discipline a
IN THE WEST
J
Attractions,
Transcontinental
Railroad
The Banti Fe railway Is going to
f for Alleged Offenses in An- greater
lengths than ever before this
year in advertising; the coming Tcr-- Santa Fe Officer Declines tq Believed Now That Through
other State,
Fifty
ritorial
Fair in this city.
thousand large handbills or stringers'
Trains Can Get Past WashDiscuss Case But Says the
have been issued from Chicago to be
The Railroad Oazette says:
system..
along
scattered
the
entire
'
outs by This Evening,
Courts Will Deal With the
Jlr. Ripley's letter to the people or while twenty thousand of the bills
Kufjsa protesting against their agi- have been delivered to the officers
Alleged Conspirator,
tation for
law limiting pasnimynr "f the fair association for distribution.
latest reports ro- According to
RAILROAD

GAZETTE

1

.

fares to two cents a mile is a masterpiece anil wo reprint It lp full. If his
FutS are fairly- - stated and they seem

The circulars are large bills setting
forth the numerous features and giving in detail the low rates offered by
the Santa Fe from all points.
The
railroad, however. Is doing more, for
in all of the western newspapers ill
which it carrlos advertising it will
soon use Its space to call attention
to the fair and to the special rates
U Is the
made for the occasion.
kind 'of advertising which is not onlv
valuable to the fair but Invaluable
indirectly to A Ibuniierciue since it
calls the attention or the people of
the entire western country to this
city.

fair his argument is unanswerable.
There is a theoretical weakness in his,
position in that the company's Rains
un, I losses Its wise acts and its
or impositions are spread over
eight or ten states and Kansas neither
benefits by all the good things nor
suffers from all the bad; but It Is only
theoretical
for practically the state,
or any state, in dealing with an interstate railroad must be guided bv
those' standards which are tangible and
manageable, and these Mr. Itlpley has
el forth very clearly. This Inability
in a state to discipline a great rallroail
in all its doings is inherent in our
federal form of government and the
provisions of the federal constitution.
II Mr. Hipby were to charge passengers live cents a mile frotv Arizoni
and two cents a mile in Illinois. It
might or might not affect the people
of Kansas; but they could not fairly
lri anything about it, and in either
case their Interest lies in close atten-tlq- ji
to those conditions (.in their own
. state)
which they can deal with.
Nothing is clearer than that the people of Kansas get In passenger serThe
vice more than they pay for.
railroad may fairly Insist on making
this fact prominent. If the Atchison
lias taken too much money from the
people and no evidence is presented
that it lias It has been on freight,
not
passengers;' and freight rates
Would be the ones to be reduced, in
fact, the only rational pleá that the
agitators for the universal
rata can offer in auv case is
that the railroads are doing well and
to
divide with the people. The.
oiHiht
problem of charging passenger fares
Is simple In form while freight rate
problems are always complicaled
and so the demagogue seizes on it as
one of his mose useful weapons. Al- j ways,
in the p.ist, cases of this kind,
unfortunately, have been dec ided, not
by full and frank argument such a
Mr. Kipley now offers and asks for,
but by appealing to local patriotism
and prejudice or bald and
mis-lak-

LAS VEGAN SEALED UP
IN CARLOAD OF WHEAT
Pert

claimed Denver
as his home and who said he had re
cently been in I.as Vegas, was found
making a noise in the Santa i'"e yards
at Hutchinson. Kan., and was arrested
for it. Thé noise was a peculiar one.
coming as it did from the Inside of a
box car which was locked and sealed.
Officer Eppley, who heard the noise,
held a conversation with him;
"What's the matter?"
"i want to get out, principally."
"What ar you in for?"
"For goin' to sleep."
"Come out of it."
"That's what I want to do.'
The matter was investigated, and.
pedal Agent Qranl Male of the Santa Fe was shown the car. There was
another conversation and Mr. Hale
broke the seal and let the man out.
lie told his name and said he had
been coming east after a tour through
the mountains and had stopped at
Lewis, Kan. The cars were all crowded Ihere and he stepped into a car of
wheat to take a nap. During thai
time someone locked and sealed the
car door. After a while a train picked
up Hie car and ll was away, whirling
over ihe road when Uich woke up
When he
and "came out of II."
knock' d on the door at Hutchinson
be thought the car had at last arrived
in New York City or (alvcston ami
lie was afraid he was going to be
exported wiili some wheat. He hail
been in so long and was so hungry
that he didn't know "where he was
at" and was mighty glad to find that
he was still In the stale of Kansas.
He was taken to the police court and
a line hung onto him.

1

Bhort-Slght--

cil

It wil lie a most
hopeful evidence of progres- - in civic
intelligence If this appeal Shall be
shown to have no appreciable effect

i

santa pe
risomsr.nCHANGES
AT

H. Rich, who

the

The release by Judge J. P, Victory.
TTntted States commissioner in Santa
Fe. Saturday of Lewis J. Meyer, the
young man charged With conspiracy
in connection with the plot to wree'e
Santa Fe engines, for which I.. F.
King Is now serving a term In ithe
peniiennary. does nol leave Meyer
free of the charge of connection with
this ct'imc which but for Its discovery mlgbi liave resulted in enormous damage to railroad property.
Although he has been freed of the
conspiracy charge under the United
States law. Meyer is still under bond
on the territorial side of the court
In San Miguel county, being held In
the next grand jury under $.1.000
bond.
United
Stales Commissioner Victory, in freeirrg Meyer, gave evidence
uf an Inclination to censure the railroad officers Ifer their methods in
causing the arrest of Meyer, and held
that there was not sufficient evidence
with which lo connect him with the
gang that plotted to Wreck Santa Fe
engines.
Special Officer Hen Williams of the
Sania Fe. who have been active Mn
tiie prosecution of these men. and
who caused the arrest of Meyer, was
in Albuquerque yoslercUiy.
"I don't caro, to talk about this
"1 never
case." said Mr. Williams.
attempt to Iry a case In the newspapers, but I do not mind saying that
Meyer is still Under bomVM the territorial grand jury and am perfectly
content to leave the matter to the
court."

elved last night through truffle .on
tile Santa Fe may lie resumed bv to
night, since It is hoped that all the;
washouts west of Kingman may have
None'
been repaired by thai lime.

el'
j

Don't He lllue.
and lose all interest when help Is
within reach, Herblne win make
that liver perform Its duties properly.
J. B. Vaughn, Elba. Ala., writes.
"Being a constant sufferer from
constipation and a disordered liver,
I have found Herblne to be the bet
medicine, for these troubles, on the
market. I have used It constantly.
I believe It to be the best modtChV!
of Its kind, nnd I wish all sufferer
from these troubles to know th
good Herblne has done me." Sold by
.1. ii. O'Rtelly
'".

THIN I DAI)
EAT JAFFA'S K1Í.NCK CREAM
Superintendent Kurn of tiie Santa
tf
BREAD.
T'e railroad wis In the city yesterday
afternoon and in com;, any with a
be
will
SMALLER
COAL
BILLS
number of the local railroad men
The Intense Itching characteristic the result of buyipg your supply of
A lyiilced over the proposed changes hi
us now. For
B the location of the company buildings of salt rheum and eczema Is instantly coal forncxt winter of we
will sell
by applying Chamberlain's the month of August
(
here, says the Trinidad Chronic le- - allayed
A
a cure for skin diseases conl for stocking purposes at the
Salve.
News
rate, both hard and soft
Willie nntlilng was decided upon or mis saive is uncquaieu. Por sale by summerDo not
fall to take advantage
coal.
Í a.t least made public. Ihe general plans ail druggists.
of this oportunity as the price adwere discussed ami me proposeu loEAT JAFFA'S KItACK CREAM vances Seutember 1.
cations of the buildings selected. Ii
W. II. 1IAIÍX & CO.
f
i.
Is Dlanned to build the new freight mti
depot just west of the Lawrence W.i;
ileal, urg building.' to move the coa
bules to Ihe easl of the round house
and to set the present freight depot
lo ihe north of the tracks from the
place where it stands at the present
time. Besides these the yards will b
ballasted and several now tracks put
We have only four Hope
in for switching purposes.
Portieres for double
will
which
t t The arrangement
doors left; priced at less
in
changing
considerable
mean
than half . regular price.
the tracks, it is understood, will
tl.tS, ..-.- 13.25, $ "
thousand
reach about seventy-liv- e
company
Whether the
dollars.
im- will stand
for all of this
proyement at once cannot be slated,
f Tu t part of the proposed Improvements are being made now.

the delayed through

trains,

i.i

m nr.

.i

how-- I

,., 1,,,,.,

ilrat expected, and the
than was ,lt
.
,..,., should tl,
1,
heavy rains reported from western
Arizona continue.
YcHterdny afternoon two stub trains
consisting of turned In, k equipment,
They were;
arrived Horn the west,
consolidated here and w ent out us
regular No. K for Ihe ast. Should
the trouble In the wesl be fixed up
by tonight It Is hoped regular
vice will have been roi
by to- morrow morning.

MANDELL

M.

Fine Clothing e.nd Furnishings

ser-Ion- .,

1

Why Fivt and Worry
when your chl.ld has a severe cold
You need not fear pneumonia or
other pulmonary diffuses. Keep sup- plied
Phllnrd's
with
ll.irehound
Syrup a positive cure f,,r Cold,
Coughs, Whooping Cough and llron-chiti-

1

fff's

coon coi n foot m:r.n
O

AT WALTON'S

OKI

STORE.

CALL BOY PULLED THE
TAIL
RATTLESNAKE'S

DONT MISS THE GREATEST

PLEASURE

RAMSAY'S

Typewritorum

When you can now ciet, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
AT $45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
Look over our large stock at once. Quality guaranteed,

Second

Always

in Stock New nml
iiami Machines for Sato
or Exchange.

i

Rent

Master Ocorge Mrln yre. the 011
bey al Hie Southern 1'; oifle railroad,
AGENTS FOR
had an encounter with a rattlesnak"
Sunday night In which he came out
UNDERWOOD
Second best and required prompt mejfi
leal attention in oidcr to pome nit
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
The
at all, says the Nogales oasis.
boy went to his home al midnight
Sunday night for .lunch and met lip.
snake as he was about to step onto
A I R E 1)
M ACHI N E S It E
tiie porch. After hounding his rati'
the snake sought temporary protection under the porch, bul the boy disliked lo let tlif rtiier escape In tint A COMFI.FTF, STOCK OF TYFE- manner. Havincr f slick in his liar,
WKITFIt RIBBONS AM)
With which to kill HM reptile, ihe id
reached down and caught the tail, inSUPPLIES.
tending to give lile snake a quid,"
jerk from his hiding place, (hen hit
him on Ihe head with the stick.
GEo! S. RAMSAY, Mgr.
he had time to Jerk the reptl'e
out it doubled qtnekiy bach n.vl
struck him on (he linger. Or. f!ur- - lot Y. Kailroad Avenue. Albuquerque

r

J. KORBER.

& CO.

Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.
THE

WM.

COMPANY

FARR

Wholesale and Ttotnil

Dealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
Sausage a Specialty.
For Cattle and Hogs the lllggest
ket Frico is Paid.

Mor- -

SHFItLOCK nOLMES
Couldn't find the one man In this
town who wants that saddle or driving horso of your as sureiv and as
nulrkly as a For Sale ad can do; and
Sherlock's fee would be larger.

SEE..
'BA'RTLETT
The Electrician
For prices on house wiring and
Auto.
general repair work.
S. Second St.
Phone 557. 216

,

THE ECONOMIST

'

,

Albuquerque's

,

'

Hi

bargains in this store every month in the twelve, the month of August during our Summer Clearance Sale offeis unusual opportunities, Every
Our buyer is now in the east making Fail
day adds fresh interest as the sale progresses and beirig attracted in unusual number by the uniform lowness of our prices,
A
purchases, We expect large shipments very shortly, and we must have room for them, This is one reason for this sale, great opportunity to buy at less than actual value

Readv-to-WearSecti-

We have received a large assortment of Evening Gowns,
laces;
artistically made of net, point de sprit, and
linings
which are
some are made up over white organdie
set in with rows of lace insertion and flounces, others are
made over wash silk and taffetas, Then we have them
made up in plain colored, fancy and brocaded silks,
$1 5.00
Prices range upwards from...
all-ov-

LIVES WITH BROKEN BACK

found necessary yesterday
Hayes' left foot.
Mrlgliam Hayes fs Ihe n1.ni who w is
r uigbt under the locomotive while'
reluming from Work al the HolbfOuk
taken to
Hlpift on Friday, and was
thf." Copper Queen hospital, say the
Jllsbee Ite.irw.
I When Ihe man arrived at the hospital the doctors made an examination
having one
and round that besides
foot rvlmyst' cut off., and the
Hayes had a broken ha U
The man was suffering from the shock
Itand did not seem to realize what had
happened to him, but showed evtr.i-ViUnary vilallly. Yesterday morning
the pallen) was resting as easily n?
could be expected, and was placed .iny
the operating table. It was unneoos-arto administer an anaesthetic n
"Sjmputato the fool, because the body Is
paralyzed from the waist down. I. t
flight the hospital authorities slated
that the patient was doing very well
considering all of Ihe circumstancu.
nnd that he had a possible chance ,,f
It was slated that he was
flying.
still In a condition of shock ns a
of the operation In the morula;:,
and for that rensoti the doctors hud
not made an examination of his bnck
It
to llnd Just where it wn broken.
Is believed that the back Is broken
but
tins;
leiucin the shoulder blades,
i
Will be determined delinllely :is
lo
examine
as the doctors arc able
the man without causing him to i
piuch vain.
to

It

2nd Floor

onL

Phenomenally low prices makes it an object to buy now.
These bargains are like finding the money,

CRUSHED UNDER ENGINE
I

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

While it is possible to find

,

i

i

Brightest and Best Store

We have ten or twedve
odd pairs of IU'e and
to close
Swiss Curtains
out at HALF PRIOB.

!C

TOFEKA RAIIiROAD Y. M. C. A.
MAKES EXCEIiliBJfT SHOWING
The Tooeka Kailroad Y. M. C. A.
has received the new book containing
the statistics of the various departments of North America dated from
May 1, 108, lo May 1, 1Ü0I!. The
Topeka association ranks (list In education, with eleven diplomas issued.
Hiiladelphla second with nine dlplo
1.1...1 mini
'n, .. iiuiii
n i ,il.,,.,...1
mas,
i.
ranks
Tiie Topeka association
six.
'
fourth in attendance of religious
of 20. 76".
rrtet tings with a total
Louisville, Ky., was first witli the total
of 32.X9.. in membership Phllaflel-'phl- a
was first with 2,221 members.
York (Madison avenue) 1,171
New
second, Scranton, Fa.. 1.S47 third
Fine Itliiff. Ark.. 1,599 fourth, TopR
with 1.380 llfth. which has Increased
to 1,430 since the report was made
The report taken from the railroad associations In South America
nre 218. All of ihe departments who
have a larger membership than the
Topeka department arc located in ell
JeR of larger population.

was

ampútale-Jlrlgha-

other-rush-

ed,

e
Summer Dresses,
Continuation of sale on all
in white and blue only, in shirtwaist, lingerie
and coat styles,
$ 1.98
$ 3.50 Suits on sale for.
$ 2.98
$ 4,00 Suits on sale for
$ 5.50
for
$10,00 Suits on sale
$ 7.50
$12,50 Suits on sale for
.$12.50
$18,50 Suits on sale for.
$17.50
for.
sale
on
Suits
$25,00
--

r,

SILK SUITS
St

Jf

$12.5

suit.
for a regular
for a regular J17.50 suit.
$13. 50

Black and Colored.
gl.VoO for
$1H.5 for

a
a

regular $22.50 suit.
regular $25.00 suit.

i

lt

Me

WASH PETTICOATS
luiinbruys, ginghams and

up of
30c for a regular 50c Petticoat.
50c for a regular 75c Petticoat.

.
7.V-

-

School time will soon be here and every mother knows
what that means, The children must have new toggery,
Therefore visit our dress goods department for rare bargains in dress materials, An elegant line of plaids, tricots, as well as other plain cloths, in all colors to selec:
from, which we have just received. The Prices range
20c and up to 75c
from, per yard

er

Two-Piec-

Seersuc ker.
for a regular $1.00 Petticoat.
for a regular $1.25 Petticoat.

Some White Wash Skirt Bargains These Skirts sold up
to $5.50 all season, but not very many of them left.
$1.35, $1.98, $2.98, $3.50
Priced at

the time to get your children all fitted out, for it is
not long bofore school begins, If you have not the timo
to make up her little dresses, why then visit our Ready-to-Wedepartment, stationed on the second floor, for
the nattv little dresses which have the style that only the
factory hands can make. They come in all prices and
sizes,
Now is

ar

Sale of Blankets and Comforts
Hundreds of pairs of new, fresh and clean Blankets just
received and are placed on sale at very low prices. The
values are certainly tempting and by coming here you
will see your way clear of supplying all your needs in that
direction at a saving of both time and money, For the
next ten days this affords a grand opportunity to replenish your stock, Proprietors of hotels and rooming
houses should not fail to notice this chance of saving
money, Better goods than we offer cannot be found
elsewhere for the money,
We carry a complete line of Woolen Illankels, In plain white
with fancy colored borders, as well as In Solid colors and
plaids; priced at, per pair, up to
.,,..$11,50
4 slue. In white, grey and tan, with
Soft CMtON BtSM-M-a,
the
fam y colored borders, htc actually worth 85c. Sale Price
Then we have an elegant line of Fancy Kobe Blanket! which can
be made up In Into bath robes or used as slumber roben, in
different color designs; full sizes. Sale Price
$1.75
gray, fine, clean, colored cotton blanketii; tho
$1.00 a pair; size
regular price Is $1.25 u pair.
gray and tan; fine soft cotton blanket;
$1.25 a pair: idzc
regular price Is $1.50 a pair.
gray, tan and fancy; very fine soft cotton
$1.50 a pair; size
blankets; regular price Is $1.75 a pair.
--

nice line of Shirtings to select from,
blouses foi the boys.
Cheviot Shirting, per yard

A

-

I

--

tetti r was roused from his slumbers
and gei t,i work before ihe poison
h id mad, much headway, though the
boy's hand-ha- d
already swollen considerably. The linger was cut open
and tiie poison extracted and after the
Mrs. Hall, of Sioux Falls, B, D. wound had been properly dressed the
writes: "1 have used your wonder- youth was relieved from the excru-ialin- g
pain.
ful ttal lard's HorShound Syrup, on
my children for live years. Its results have been womb rful." Sold bv
J. II. O'Rtelly Co.

nniNo nKS"i,Ts

Sml

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

.

MOItN'IN'C, JOURNAL
WANT A s

BBssssssi lr

-

-2

ever, are expected to reach Albuquerque before tomorrow morning. The
vv.'wliDiilu

'

for shirts and
15c
12

Madias Shirting, per yard

1

--

2c

.

,f0

11--

11--

American Girl and American Boy Hose specially priced
2 pair for 25c
for ten days
Children's colored border school handkerchiefs; on sale
6 for 25c
at
Then we have one broken lot of plain white initial handkerchiefs; regular price was 15c each; to close them
5c
out, now
General Clearance Sale in Our Millinery Department
this week. All our efforts and energies will be directed
toward reducing our stock of Millinery. It will be to your
advantage to visit this department. See window display
of hats for $1.00 each.
,
A

IWUK StIOINO

Sua.

251

11--

In Comforts our assortment is as complete as you would
find it in any of the larger stores in any city, They aie
made up of high grade cotton, and some of down,
covered with cretonnes, silkoline, sateens and silk, with
neat floral and Persian designs. Cold weather will soon
be with us, so you had better put in a supply, while the

selection is good,
AT $1.50- - Pull size; silkoline covered, yarn tufted;

fine white cotton rilled; worth $1.7fi.
AT $1.75 Full sise; beat Mlkollne covered, stralsht quilting; pure
white cotton filled; easily worth $2,25.

New line of Flannelettes, in neat Persian and Japanese
designs, for sacques, kimonos and wrappers; priced at,
per yard
12
16c, 20c

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,
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Hasan's
o
Magnolia

WILL SOON

BE

1906.

m

SKATING

ANOTHER

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21.

'

't

ALBUQUERQUE

CO-Roo-

tf

hammers.

Men Our illustrated
WANTED
cattiloRue explains how we teach bar-titrade quickly by practical exper-

SEPTEMBER

17

22. 1906

er

D. S. Rosenwald,

Sol Luna, President

UNIVERSITY

6

j

Secy

P. F. McCanna, Mgr

DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS
AND JOLLY GOOD FELLOWSHIP

6

Horse Racing, Baseball, Relay Races, Ladies'
Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

re

-

RECKLESS RUSSELL

IWRSALK.
Moler Barber
ience; mailed free.
FO?t SALE. Practically a new No?
a23
Denver. Colo.
7 Remington,
No. lúS.438. for $65.00
WANTED
Bright boy to work In cash. O. 8. Ramsay, 401 W. Railroad
a27
office, some knowledge of shorthand avenue
FOR SALE. Furniture, consisting
and typewriting necessary. Chance to
learn good business. Address P. (.). of bed rugs, lounge, chairs, and baby
a23
Hox 21S.
walker. 407 Uranlte ave.
FOR .SALE Gentle family horse,
WANTED
Four bellboys at th
tf buggv and harness. $65. W. V. Fu-- t
Alvarado, not under 14 years old.
relie, 116 West Coal av.
Utrat-ClaDooKkee"er,
WANTED
one 'amlliar with Spanish-speakin- s
FOR SALE City lots In Eastern
people preferred. Address A. H. Hil- addition, $50 and up W. V. Futrell-- ,
ton Mercantile Co., San Antonio. N M. 116 W. Coal.
FOR SALE General merchandise
Laborers, native and
WANTED
white, and all trades supplied with business on the El Paso and South
help on short notice. Also domestic western in eastern New Mexico. BtocK
servants. Abraham's Employment Of- - $15,100.00 to $20.000.00. Fine opporlice, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite rea- - tunity for right party. Can explain
good reason for selling. Locality healtanrant. 'P hone 879.
thiest in New Mexico. Address InquirHELP W.NTFfl.
ies, A. R., Journal.
tf
r.
A young lady
WANTED
limr-roomod-New
FOR
SALE
.189.
Address I'. O. Box
E. Cargan, 007 N.
ern bungalow.
WANTED
Ladies Our catalogue Twelfth st.
explains how wo teacb halrdreaslng,
rooming
FOR SALE A
manicuring, faoial massage, etc., in
short time; mailed free. Moler Col- house, cheap. Over Kan's market, 3.
boolt-Iteepe-

T.

lege, Denver,
WANTED

a 2 3 Second at.

Colo.

ÜU
FO R SALE. Open buggy.
piano player.
Penny Parlor, 216M B, Second St. tt W an ut or f.01 S. let after 4 p. m. a 2 3
FOR SALE. One awning, one new
delivery wagon, one show case. InA good drtvlng lmrse ,r quire Younls Brothers
WANTED
1011 South
horse and surrey. Must be reuonÁ Second.
a22
ble. Address 1'. O. Mux Sj.
FOR SALE New set oi Money
To sell all kinds of slot Weight at a bargain. Woman's Ex- WANTED.
machines, both new and second hand. ('nang' 401 W. Railroad aye.
Penny Parlor. 216 S. Second St. tt
A
FOR SALE
WANTED
money
To loan
n general merchandise store, doing good
amounts to suit borrower. James F. business, in good country town; good
Brown, Room 14, First National Bank reasons for selling; store building and
building.
if dwelling for rent or sale. P. O. Box

Lady

,

LOST.
LOST
'nal hetween Indian school
and town. Please return to 2U9 South
First st., and receive handsome

d)

The

in a

Wonder,

Onc-Lcfigu-

lluad

red-fon-

t

Thrilling Leap for Life form a
Platform.

LOST. Between Í00 V. Railroad
avenue and 70S North 4th, baby's finger ring set with water opal, lteward
for return to this office.
a S3
BAKERIES.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES
to any part of the cltv. wedding cakes a specialty; satisfaction
guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
?07 Snnlh Viv.i street

I

PROF- - KIHG,

FREE!
Ln

HIS WIFE, AND MONKEY

pR

Their Startlingf Halloon Races and Parachute Drops

A.

WESTERN AMUSEMENT CARNIVAL CO
Deluding Up
Every Day
Night
Shows and Free Events on

j

the Streets

to-Dat-

and

IjMnAEItJi

BORDERS

City Undertaker.
Black or white hearse, $5.00. Commercial Club Building. Auto telephone
316; Colorado red 115. Albuquerque
New Mexlc v

'

110-la-

j

Poultry Show, Baby Show, Jersey Stock Show, Trades Display, Flower
Parade, Sheep and Wool Growers' and Retail Merchants' Conventions

j

IMPROVEMENT

'

(tig.

The members f the faculty for the
WOOL MARKET
coining year who wa re all present 10
aaalai in the classifies tion of students
yesterday ar.-- President, w. u. Tight
dean. 0. i'. Hodgtni Misa Parsons, of
I hi
commercial department. 1'iofes- sor Weinzlri. of the climatologlcal la- Very Liberal Sales in Boston!
boratory! Asplund, Latin and Greek;
fllckey, Rngllsh; Btplnosa, modern
Market of Finn and Finn'
language,; Angelí, physics and mathRngllsh;
oratory
ematics; Crum.
and
Medium Territory
Wools
Blsler, librarian; Huggett, assistant in
;
Richards,
history;
German
and
i.itin
During the Week,
a'lliv. engineeriiig;
aseiier.
ant in mathematics.
H
Aug. to, Improyemc
ton.
noted In thf w mil market last are
MINING NEWS OF THE
only He the Worsted
Not
nit line
but there Is a
WEEK IN NEW MEXICO
in the demand
especially thoae
from the woolen mil
Ther have been
m.ik'hg dress good
(Denver Mining Reporter.)
very
sales In he Jiofton mar- Colfax OosujUj
The compressor for ket ofliberal
(in,
tin
ii '111111 territory
and
the Independí uce on Hitter creek a wools, un hiding V nig. Utah and
being installed and work on this Id ho, on ,i i leaned bf sis of 68 fu a
property win be pushed with two air cents. California am
Texoi wools
drills.
have had a good In Icy and sabs
&
Broa,
Metntyrs
Carrlngton are nave been m ole al I
27' cents foi
developing a copper properly on IbO not tliern California and 1S4M4 cents
side,
men.vein
wet
of which
the
for middle counties. Bight months'
tin s oyer seventy feet across and Texas has sold on I basis oí 68 i TO
shows some very ch copper and gnol cents, cleaned, and twelve moriths' at
JT cents, or 72 cents aCOUTed.
Values in gold and silver
There
Work is being pushed on the Baldy lias been a large movement of staple
tunnel, and the 1.000-fomark is Oregon wool during the post week at
Burly reached. The formation is
l cents, or Tl'tiiT3 cents cleaned, and stocks are so mucli reduced
heavily mineralized and carries eO
thill
until receipt! come in freely the
peri g'dd and silver. A vertical deplli
market for these goods will be quid.
of 1,19 tfal bOl been reached.
Further
sabs of Montana wools hacThe heavy rainfall this month nas
r
i, led of medium ellos at 'i6.,
ade water plentiful for plncer ope- - heen
'it 28 cents In the original t.ags, costrations, and the mines on Morena. P
TO cents scoured.
Fleece WOOll
11 and
I'te creeks are working a full ing
have been active. One washed delaine
force.
at
362 cents and medium
The Boeky Mountain and St. Lnui selling largely
s
half and
railroad, which Is building to Bliaa-- 1 washed,
( Hilo.
blood, at II :t
for
cuts
to
bethtown, has the ties laid
Ule Michigan Heces
sold at about
creek, nineteen miles below, This mud ii cent below Ohio, have
Western clips are
will open up one of the best coal, ag- now well cleaned up. Prices in Mon
ricultural and mineral belts In the tana have shown a hardening tendensou t h west
cy during the past few v oeks.
Since
Gram peni! gwaiti apalea Tim the losing of the London sales Indi
group of seventeen claims has been vidual tr.ma, lions at private sale
bonded by the Monarch M and i). I have been mad of merinos and cross-cu- t
company, which agrees to expend $2.- - brcds at V"
advance.
5'ni in immedlale development work
4. rami View
The owners of tin Stomach Troubles ami OOMtlfMtiM
No one can reasonable
hope for
properly have refused n number of
offers to lease and bond the same, and good digestion, whtn the bow-idnr"
I
will await the appearance of some one convtipsted.
Mr. (.'has. linldwln, if
who has sufficient money to develop ICdwHrdsville. III., snys:
"I suffered
manner fnuii
constipation
the property in n miner-llk- e
an
chronic
I
trouble))
Lincoln County. Nogn
I'eak '1. atomach
sever il
for
M. Company: This company has been years, but. thanks to Chamberlain'!
developing Its property In the Nogal Stomach and LlvOT Tablets, am a'-minina district by means of n tumi"! most cured." Why not get a packand shaft. In the former an
age of tin sc tabli ts and get well and
lend has been cut 11 T feet from th ; IfUy well? Price 25 cents. BftlBpisi
portal.
free. l"or sale hy all druggists.
Santa IV County Albuquerqui and
Cerrillos Coal Company: Articles f
Life.
taekpoto Oon tn ivn
incorporation have been fllcil, with a
Los AUMlSS, Aug. 20. After dellb-- i
capital of G0,0S0. The company w
hours tb
er.illng for twenty-eigh- t
work the anthracite mines of the C. P. Jury In the case of Earm-s- t IS. St,i, !
and 1 Company ut Madrid.
pole, tried for the murder of bis inly-- ,
I.
blUrtMUtd, Joel S, heck, June
'
Binm Couuly. Irrm King: A bo I
and lease has been secured on th," y Mlerd.iy returned a verdict of mur-- I
claim and the Miners'
Dream
daf in liie lirsl degree, and fixed thf
Mrs.
Mesura. Ololn und Nelson. The claims penalty nt life imprlsonnii'tit.
d i Heheck,
belt, and n
HHaelcpole'i oonfesaed aooom
are on the
Iplli,'.
III
he trld next. During th
of ore will be shipped to the sine
hmade n full
trial of Sturkpole
smeller as a teat.
of
UiAnfesnon
her part In the plot and(
murder. She had expected to colbvt
MORNING JOURNAL
the n,urdor'd mnn'H life Insumnee
WANT Af8
und then marry Stackpole.
BRING RKMUIT&
:

j

1

Lyllian Leighton
Stock Company

WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PERSON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM OR BOARDING PLACE? IS
IN THAT COLUMN OF THE MORNING JOURNAL.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

day brings tvagon loads of nebu goods to this store
direct from fiebtt VorK. City ana Chicago,
tt this rate
our fall stocK.and assortments laailt surpass any others
Fi'üéry

bve

haOe enJer gathered.

Supremacy
Pace
for
Keep

In the

TONIGHT!
im.
until
AND
i

SENSATIONAL

M

ELODRAMA

i

i

ot

y.-'-

three-eighth-

your eye

k--

ti,--,-

!'

cnt-b.a-

-

ns,

208

S.

a28

Nicely
furnished
r,U S. Third st.a23

TRACEY

OUTLIW

methods are no longer sufficient; everys
We are always ahead
is
one
a little advanced in every detail. We are stacking up a great stock of

200

-Pleasant furnished
at 315 S. Third st.
tf
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

FLEISCHER

Estate and Loans. Fire
Insurance. Surety Bonds

Real

Auto Pbone win

CLOTHING

aim

s. Second

FOR SALE.

as the handsomest line of high grade clothing ever
brought to Albuquerque. Many lines are already
on display others will be here daily. We advise
and request an early inspection.

rSl

Suits

8.

Fre-oucn-

n--

DR. J. H. WllOTR

J to 30

.

ALL 'ROADS LEAD TO

SIMOJST
S TEHJV'S
Th 'Railroad Avenue Clothier

--

ft

Central Station for Good Dressers

Physician and Surgeon.
41buoueroue.
Homeouathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room IT whltina Blaek,

VV.

G. SHADRACH

Practice Limited
Eye. Ear, Nose. Throat
Oculist
and
for Santa Fe coast
$2,000
new brick cottage; lines. Office Aurlst
313V4 W. Railroad av.
N. Eighth St.; adobe outbuildings
I lours
j to it a, m.. 1.10 to
Q- - m.
$2,100
modern brick cottage;
dentTS".
hath, electric lights; good location DR.
J. B. KRAFT
$2.100 4 -- room brick cottage; bath,
Surgeon.
electric lights; N. Second st.; $8rü Rooms 16 Dental
and 16 Grant Block, over
cash, balance on time at 8 per cent the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
$ 1, 8 r
room brick cottage, good Automatic Phone i?"2: Colorado, lt.4.
l'ghts, lot r.0xl42, ln Highlands.
E. J. ALGER. D. D. B.
$2,100
Offices: ArlmMo block, opposite Gol.
brick cottage, well
den
Rule. Office hours. 8:80 a. m. to
built, N. Eighth street.
12:30
p. m : 1:20 to 6 p. m. Auto6
$4,000 Two good houses,
lots,
telephone 462.
Appointments
shade trees, room for two more matic
hy
made
mall.
houses; close In; N. 6iirth street.
$2,250
modern adobe, wen DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist.
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Auto Phone 611.
Good outbuildings, trees und shrub20 and 22. Whltlna; block, aver
Rooms
bery. Fouth ward.
Learnard and Llndemann.
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
ARCHITECTS.
corne.' close in, lot 76x142, fine
E. W. SPENCER
shade trees.
....,.
V. O. WALLINGFORD
..
A
Ann iiIai.a nt Koamaaa
Architects.
sale.
Í7. Barnett Bulldlns.
Some good ranches for sale close t Rooms 46 and
Both
'Phones.
city.
( l IL ENGINEERS).
$2,600
brick cottage, bath
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60i Pitt Ross
""y- "
14 2; N, Second street.
City Engineer.'
frame, new. barn Dealer In Land Scrip; Attorney be- $t,300
hade tress, city water, high loca fore United States Lund Office.
ton.
Room 18, Armijo Block.
$2,000
frame cottage, bath J. R. FA R
WELL
etc.; 8. Arno street.
$1,000
room frame cottage, bath, RgggUtvN-- .lvM Engineer.
TrjTUJoulJJJnj
electric lights, close In, easy terms.
l
II you
a
teleuboud
$6,500 4 double houses, close ln. In IIchm
liten. Auto Phone 5Hfl.
come ISO oer month; a good Invest
ment. Half cash, balance on time a
MlNtnkes Are Costly.
8 per cent.
Our Slntement Ledger Nystem not
$2,600
frame, bath, electrlt only
prevents many mistakes, but
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142.
saves time and worry. Wo know, Mr.
Fourth ward.
Retail Merchant, you would be Inter$1,300
frame, near shops.
$2,700
frame dwelling wltk ested If you understood the system.
modern conveniences; well built 8 Let us explain It to you. Auto 'phone
128.,
Arno st
It S. LlUigow & Co ,
Une to Loan on flood Real Estate
Bookbinders.
t Low Rate of Interest.
Journal Building.
close In.

The new Hart, Schaffner & Marx make opens up

build-

Albuaueraue. N. M.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST
Room
N. T. Arlmllo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
Trained nurse In attendance.
Í,
Both phones

DR. J. E. BRONSON- -

--

M.

st

ing.

ry brick; bath
Í2.700
cellar, electric lights cement walk3,
on highlands, cmse ln.
2,8.r,0
brick; bath, electric DR.
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras

Showing Advanced Ideas in Every Detail
1906 For Fall Wear -- J 906

H. S.

FOR RENi'

up-to-dat-

A.

o,

rooms

THE

Awarded the Winner

Up-to-da- te

now-a-day-

ROI NDDS OF

tt

house,

W. V.
116 W. Coal.
tf
FOR RENT One
double
house, furnished or unfurnished,
W.
V Futrclle, 116 W. Coal.
tf
FO R RENT
room;
Furnished
large closet, bath, electric lights, etc.
713 W. Silver avo.
t

ATTORNEYS.
Amateur Contest Held Every Rw W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Friday Night, and Cash Prizes
Office tn First National bank

1

I

REJÑT.-root-

with bath.

.

furnished

Third st
:f
FOR RENT Í81 and 323 Pacific
ave., 3 rooms each furnish, 'd, $is.tn).
W. V. Fut relic, 116 W. Coal.
FOR RENT One, two or three
furnished rooms; also three-roocollage.
22 S. Edith st.
FOR RENT Pleasant furnished
rooms in modern house. 724 S. Second st.
tf
FOR RENT Fii rnlshed rooms fur
light housekeeping.
lis S. Sixth.
Call at noon or evening.
FOR RENT Modern housekeeping rooms.
423 8. High St.
sll
FOR HUNT.-Dr- .
roomed modern
house.
E. N Wilson, 406 S.

PERFORMANCE

s

1

connection.

ill

FOR RENT One
furnished or unfurnished.

AMMUNITION
IT RED DURING

,

l

bath

Arno.

200

on our
ad'Vancrd methods... ,.r

ttS38

I

wPRENT.
Two nicely

Fon RBNT.

rooms',
Arno.

FOR UENT- - A nicely furnished
room with bath, electric light, etc., in
private family: for gentlemen only.

CASINO THEATER

I

1

1

421 S.

THE

1

FOR SALE OR LEASE Cattle and
sheep ranches; permanent water on
patented lands and unlimited fre
range with grass at present knee high
and very little stock of any kind on it.
Located in Sierra county. Address Ot
C. Miller, Hillsboro, N. M.
If
FOR SALE A How prices, bed-- I
room furniture, folding bed, mattress-- j
es, parlor suit, tables, etc., beginning
Wednesday, August isth, from 10 to
2 every morning
until sold. Come
early to 713 Copper ave,
drop-hea- d
FOR SALE Singer
sewing machines. 3 and 4 Grant bldg
FOR SALE NeVand second-han- d
hup 'es at A Inuiinerijo Carriw.se Co.

--

I

I

218.

FOR

j

;

ms

as

ONMESA EASTOF

em-boil-

Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wuaona and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse recelóte, as
low as 110.00 and as hlrh aa $200.00.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshin tickets to and from all
oarts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
3 rod 4. Grant Bide
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West Ha I. road Avenne.

College,

AlbuqU'T'iue is tn be blessed wll'i
another sk;i tirtg rink In the immediate future and at the same time tho
cliy in lo derive some revenue from
thesport, vvhleh I Just now the noel
p. putar divi iM"ii.
Messrs. Ross Merritt and Charles GUY WILL BUY LAND
t
Whit,In fore
'hi' council
last night wlih a renif si to he allowed
to i si ildish i rink at the córner oí
Railroad avonuo and Fifth ;trc,-ttin
i a tent.
The reouoFt was accom-i- .
jiin j by a petition from property
owners in the district agreeing to tii
.ihlihliinent of mieh a rtilk. The
council granted the reiiuest but
g
ill the ordinance a clause
a license for skating rinks an I
other amusement enterprise
The o dlnnnce provides that a akatini rink
In a building within the city limit
alaaJI pay a license of tin a month City Council Instructs City Aand a rink under a tint S j a month
Tha ordinance also fixes a He, use r ir
ttorney to Take Steps to Acpenny alendes and similar umu-i.-- j
merit resorts of $6.5i a quarter.
cept Offer of Coiwess of
pa
Another UottlM ordinance
last night was that fixing the llecn-- e
640 Acres for $800,
for employmi nt agencies at Jl.':30 a'
Quarter.
Attorney W. H. ("hildcrs appeared
before the city council at its meet-in- ii
last night as spokesman for a
NINETY-EIGH- T
ARE committee
front the Commercial dub
urge
!ln
the council to take steps lonk- Ing to the accept mce of the gift by
congress of t h- 140-actract of land
on the mesa cast of the University,
REGISTERED AT
whic h, under the terms of tin- acl
passed nt the list session, win pass
to tin- - city upon the payment of 11.25
Mr.
an acre of 800 for the tract.
fhilders said that while the city
I
might have no immediate use to:
this land for park or other purposes.
that the time would come undoubted
ly, when the city could and would
need it. and he thought the Oppor- tunny to get such a track should not
I
Laigest hirst Day Registration be neglected.
he council thought so too. and the
in the Institution's History, city attorney u.is Instructed to take
the necessary steps by which
the
Majority of Pupils Are for council may make the necessary pay
nieiit and acaulre title from the aov
ernment.
This trai t la part of the
College Work,
land originally set aside for military
purposes and upon which a
able sum was spent in developing
Ninety-eigh- t
students registered
the University of New Mexico yester- water. One Komi we', is located on
day for the work of the fall semester, the tract.
the largest enrollment for the flrvt
QRÜMBLE
day in the history pf the Institution. when yourDON'T
joints ache and you suf-- i
Small as the number seems in com for from Rhenmatlsm,
Buy a bottle
parisos with the enrollment of east
Mallard's Snow Llnament and gel
em state Universities, it is large l. of
relief. A positive cure fori
comparison with past years In the! instant
Rheumatism, Ilurns, Cuts, Contracted
university here and It Is especially
Mnsolea, Bora chest, etc?, Mr. i. T.
in that the class of wan k for 1'ogy. a prominent
mere bant at Wll-- '.
wlilch the students enter Is hlgl er tow
Point, Texas, says that he finds
than ever before. The enrollment Ballard's
Bnow Llnament the best
will go far ahead of that of lust yen.'
around Llnament he ever used
today and it is probable that two all
hundred students will have enrolle Sold by J. 11. O'RIelly Co.
before the CloSC of the fall semester
Another hopeful Indication nt tie
opening day Is the number of students
from outside of Albuquerque. Then
are students from alt parts of New
Mexico attracted by the Improv id
dormitory facilities ami tha Improved
course. offered by the university,
STEADY IN
(fore are already enrolled than for tin
entile year !)(&. u6, and the unlversi y
has never had a mure successful Open- .

Money to Loan
Furniture.

On

WANTED.
MALE
VANTKD Hy jítías Employnn
Co.. coal miners, cooks, wulters. teamsters and other help. See them to8. Second street.
day.
Boyi to nail boxea. ApWANTED
ply at hox factory American Lumber
Co., at 7 a. m., Monday. Must brinu:

k

Council Grants Permission for
Use of Tent on Railroad
Avenue and Fixes a Rink
License,

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

HI-.L-

takes away that tired look
from a lady's face after the house-woris done. Gives her complexion a refined
glow and velvety smoothness which defies detection. It is not a cosmetic, but
a delightfully cleansiug and beautifying
liimid which works with Nature to put
a woman's face at its best.

PAYABLE IK ADVANCES

ALL CLASSIFIED ATlVKRTISKMKNTB

h

Balm

I

READY

Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
But None to Equal the Twenty-sixtAnnual

A

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

FORMER SHERIFFS
RECORDS

ARE

TUESDAY, AUGUST

.0

21, 1906

Watch Albuquerque Grow!
With the contemplated and assured improvements Albuqueique is bound to become the largest and liveliest city beresidence lots in
tween Los Angeles and Kansas City. Now is the time to buy some of those beautiful
University Heights at from $25 to $150 per lot; only $5 down, $5 a month, no interest. Free auto ride to property

CURIOUS

50-fo-

ot

LIQUOR LICENSE BUSINESS

SEEMS SOMEWHAT MIXED
Half Amount of Legal License

Collected While Books Show
Whole Amount to Have
Been Received,

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners
Down Town Office:

ELECTION
The checking Op of certain records ANOTHER
the office of the county clerk,
coveting wholesale and retail
collected under the regime
of former Sheriff Thomas S. Huhheil
has disclosed a state of affairs that
wiuild tend to show that the methods
of bookkeeping of the late sheriff
were, to say the least, a little lax,
and that the whole system of the
of liqdOT licenses was handled in a
fashion hardly
III line with the best interests of the
people in the protection of this important source of revenue.
(?0. SAY
The checking up of these accounts HARRIS &
an
part
on
of
effort
has followed
the
THE ISSUE IS ILLEGAL
tinder Sheriff Fred Heyn to collect
the annual wholesale liquor license
from an Albuquerque wholesale liquor
in

119

South Second Street. First National Bank Building

ANOTHER SEARCH

As a special inducement

to those who aro anxious to have a Gas Range, yet
are postponing bayiftg till next year, we are making
this offer, good till August 20th.

liq.1101-license-

FOR 1HE

Cllt

FOR LONG LOSI

i

h.ip-h.iz.ir- d

Fails of

Two-Thir-

University of
New Mexico

ADAMS PLACERS
Systematic Attempt

Will

Opens Monday, August 20

$21 OO

$22.50

TERMS: $5.00 .'ash and
St.0'1 a month for four
months.

TERMS: 5.00 cash and
8.u0 a month lor live
months,

the

of

The wholesale liquor license In
izona Mines,
this county is $100 a year.
The
Voting Taxpayers at April
Under sheriff when he went to collect
Idmtni-ttralio"Bldg
the license, which had expired on
Another systematic attempt will
Hodqtn,
C.
Election and New Vote Will soon
be made to unravel the mysterAugust 1 last, from the house in
question, was told that the the house
ies of the lost Adams placers of the
Be Necessary,
White mountains In northern Arizona.
had been favored with an annual
hidden
These placers have been
license the year before upon payment
of $r0 or just half of the amount as
from the diligent search of the intrepceivod by acting Chief of Felice Kenyears,
and
fifty
With plans drawn and accepted for id prospector for over
fixed by law.
The under sheriff did
a letter from Chicago accomnot believe this possible and returned the proposed new ity hall, with the they are again soon to furnish the in ATTEMPTED TO TAKE nedy in by
panied
Bertlllon pictures of Fitto the office of the county clerk to ground ready for construction to pro- - centive lor a perilous ami exciuiis o- ter and a detailed record of his docheck the matter up. It was found coed and with all objections to ar- - pedltlon.
In
ings
there in the year ls;i7.
The legends handed down regir. ling
after an Investigation that while th
Chicago, if the report of the Chicago
of wholesale .....1 rot nil iinmtvi rangement, design anil other details the Adams placers are many and va-record
police he correct. Kilter did a (ittlOi
licenses in the clerks office under removed, Albuquerque's new muni-- : ried. The one principally accepted
more fancy work than the swiping of
A
OUT
OF
date of August 1, 1806, showed this cipal building will he impossible until is about as follows:
building materials, farm Implements,
In the year of 1 S 5 3 a party of twenty-ffirm to have paid $100 for the license, another, and a special election, can
railroad iron and tooth brushes. lie:
headed bv Adams, left overthe stub in the license book showed be had for the voting of the city hall our,
Is wanted there for emliezzlenieut. It
land from .Missouri for the wilds of
the amount received to have been bonds.
begins to appeal that Kilter's record
Thev were a hardy lot
but $i0, or just half the annual liThis was made plain at the meet- - nallfhrnla.
a long one.
Is
Ol
lie is held here on
deprivations
rugged
to
the
used
and
cense.
yet
It has not
been deter-- Ing of the city council last night whe.i
several charges of grand larceny.
hazardous,
accepted
the
west
and
the
or
not
was
whether
.mined
this $50
City Attorney Hlckey read to thei
of the fu- collected as a half year's license and council letters from lawyers repre- -' task with no forebodings
Marine News of Yuiv.n.
After a trying journey of
the other half uncollected through Renting X. W. Harris & Co., of Chlr ture.
Yuma's river front had the apan oversight or a clerical error, or cago, purchasers of the bonds, slat-- 1 months they reached the wild White
pearance of a great shipyard Thurswhether the liquor house in question ing plainly that the necessary two-- i mountains that separate Amona from Man
With a Pocket Knife day. For the time the Colorado
Mexico.
was merely favored with a cut rate l- thirds of the voting taxpayers of thej
peak of the
the Clyde, as two boats Were
In the latter case it appeals city of Albuquerque did not vote fori At or near the highest famous
icense.
Ad-athe
Causes Small Riot in Trim- - launched that ttfterni in. Tic
that no one else benefitted huí the the bonds, and that therefore the range of mountains
ground
I)
placers were found. The
moth dredger of thr
liquor house, since according to their Issue was illegal and could not be acwas literally covered with golden nug-- 1
veliipment company slid down the
ble's Red Barn,
own statement, they paid out but $á0. cepted.
Harris & Co. asked for the' gats,
as
collec
ted
party
the Adams
ways at the foot of tina street as
The investigation of this matter, return of their $1.000
guarantee many and
as they could. Legend has It
slick as you idease, and without I
however, has brought
out a good check, which was granted liv
the that some
as
nuggets
were
of
the
L.
W.
s
of
Charh Lake, an employe
balk or jolt entered the water a nd
many facts In connection with lh council
The city attorney gave it large as a man's thumb, and of pure
gt C0.'4T1 barn on Copper floated off. A smaller barge, built for
collection of liquor licenses
during as his opinion that the issue was. gold.
to give Trimble
wishing
not
party,
The
.i. a White & Co.. on the California
the Mubbell tenure of office. It ap- legal, but as Harris & Co. had pur- -'
among avenue, became Tilled with a longing side,
pears that the license blanks, al- litasen me ponds subject to the ap- UP the Held, it was decided
niel wilh i slight mishap. Wlcn
A.
up
to
J.
ltussell.
carve
friend
his
to
that twelve would oroeeedgold Who also works in the barn
though
they have to be signed. proval of their counsel, their refusal them Francisco,
nly half way down the ways she stUC.,
what
of
dispose
Stamped and sealed by the probate was enough to declare the bond issue San could carry, and return to the lasl night.
Lake was unahli to eoll- - but was successfully launched without
they
clerk of the county, were kept In the deft off.
money and provisions. tjol his longing and the lesult was much difficulty later. Yuma Sun.
camp
with
new
sheriff's office, and that they were
Lawyers for Harris & Co. argue
never reached a small sized riot in the haru which
The twelve men
merely handed In lo the eierk to that while of the votes cast for the, t h4
all lor til"
Summer Diarrhoea In Children.
u inn. Thev encountered brought about a hurry
.Instin
ten.
While the register of the rí- city hall bonds, more than
During the hot weather of the sumof White Mountain pot ice.
roving
band
a
fense wan kept in the clerk's office, are In favor of the Issue, yet the en- Apaches. and were massacred to
i
mer months the first unnatural MBe-nes- s
Lake was arned with a fine
amounts were entered in it by the tire vole in favor of city hall bonds. man. Shortly afterwards the men left fashioned Harlow
with
Of a child's bowels should have
pocket
s
deputy clerks
bookkeepers, Is not
of the total vote In the camp shared the same fate, the a blade
and
two Inches long, Immediate attention, so as to check
ihout
,
merely from amounts submitted from cast by taxpayers
the April elec- Indians learning that their diggings Flourishing Ibis lie made a mall at the disease before it becomes serious.
the sheriff's office so that the business tion. In other words, of the thirteen had
discovered. Adams was the Russell who did a high class sklddoo All that Is necessary Is a few doses
which should have been conducted or fourteen hundred voters who cast onlv been
man to reach civilization alive. through the stable with the man with of Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and
from the clerk's office was really cai
heir ballots at the April election for latter untold hardships.
Ble knife on his trail.
oilier em- Diarrhoea lieinedy followed by a
ried on entirely by the sheriff.
The clly officers, water works bonds and
to Ciliforn;i and remained ployes of the place took a hand In dose of castor oil to cleanse the syswent
He
stubs of I ho license books were not Pity hall bonds, only about seven In San Francisco and the mining the affair while Hussell continued to tem. Rev. M. O. Btooklánd,
Pastor
submitted to the clerk, but merely hundred voted on the city hall bond counties of the north for a long time, hunt the distant timber line. Officer of
the flrat M. R church, Little Falls
the formal application for licenses, question, five hundred or more being returning to Arizona In the early CO's. iliglthargiii
in lime to prevent. Minn.,
writes: "We have used Chamwhich In nine cases nut of ten are favorable.
attorneys Ho made I diligent search for his a stampede of the stock.
The eastern
Lake was berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
not signed by the applicant, as re- hold that to make the issue legal
but was never able to find placed in jail.
placers,
years a mi
quired by law. failure to sign these
id' the taxpayers Voting at the them, although It was said that
in
Half a doacn plain drunks were rhoea Remedy for several
applications
and to Mil them out April election would have to cast early days Adams made a shipment of lodged In the city hall jail lasl night, Mnd It a very valuable remedy,
disorders in
properly has resulted in other entries their ballot for the city hall bonds. gold nUggl ta rom Tombstone, Ariz. all picked up off Railroad avenue pecially for summer
on Hie permanent records of his de- adoui a Miirn or ine taxpayers who wi,,,,-Two of the men, children." Sold by all druggists.
they were OUna ne nevei and the vicinity.
partment that seem to be quite as voted failed to east a ballot on thai stated.
bames unknown, resisted arrest when
'o Sweat
confusing.
Applications made out euy nan onesnon.
living 'today at Fori taken in low by officer Rosal, and
Is
There
A special election will therefore be Apache,
Our bread Is made In tile lab sl Imfor a full years license, or $100, are
In northern Arizona, an old one of them started lo pummel the
registered in the permanent record as necessary to legalize this Issue nnd Indian chief who once related how short officer. The Battle Instod about proved baker shop in the icrritorv.
paid for a half year, and vice versa. such an election will be called ahou; the white men were killed, when they half a minute when Officer Wagner our method is strictly sanitary, Boe
In other cases thus far examined, the first of October, when a
special ftartcd on their trip for San Francis- - arrived and Hie duet did a quick step Ing Is believing.
Come and see for
however, the entries on the stub of effort will be made to get out the co. It Is said thev fought like de- - to .'ail.
yourself at the
the license hook agree with the entire vote of the taxpaylng citlxens mons, and not until they had killed
I'll INKER RAKffiRY,
Additional information concerning
amounts entered In the permanent 01 Aiouquerque ro vote on the prop- double their number of Indians were the versatile irn Hitter has been re
207 South First St.
,
record. with the exception of the osition. There Is no question of the thev exterminated. They were proba-wholesale liquor license mentioned. acceptance of the bonds by Harris & bly the first white party that had ever
'o. or some other bond dealing firm, visited that portion, and the Apaches
An effort will be made to straighten
once the Issue Is In legal form.
out the accounts.
It 'did not know how to handle them.
mean a delav of about two
will
The books, including the license
Adams lived many years following
blanks are now kept under lock and months In beginning work on the In Arizona, and passed through the
e
key In the office of County Clerk new building.
Arizonati.
vicissitudes of the
Walker, who inaugurated this prac-tic- e
Three or four years ago lie died in
Stop kicking and buv your lights of Los Angeles, the papers or mat city
as soon as he entered the office.
MUchncr.
giving quite an extended account of
For proi.pt and courteous treatment
his life and of the famous Adams digOpen air Ice Cream Social, corner gings.
ami the very choicest of meals you will
mu ke no mistake by calling on land Uroaduay ami GoJd avenue. Tuesday
liefore he died, however, he made a
August
2 1st.
Klein wort. 112 North Third street, or evening.
Christian mail of the location of his placers and
church. Everybody muted.
turned it over to some friends. He
telephoning
order In.
said that the digging "ere located at
A Counter Proposition.
the foot of a high peak in the White
Tale of n Hanger am a Mule.
from which point four
Duplicating counter sales bonks are mountains.
Saturday Hanger Jeff Kidder cam."'
d
in from
Qultavaqulta, where, with needed by every retail merchant. Our rivers found their sources. It Is
that this peak Is Mount ThomCáptaln Jeff Milton of the Immigra- prices are right. Let us show you
as. Thn placer was reached by ipiiiic
tion service and Line Itiilcr Jim (am- samples.
up a precipitous rler bed between
ble of the customs service, he Is now
II. S. Llthgnw & Co..
two frowning walls of granite, and
on duty. Mr. Kidder was thp owner of
Bookbinders.
liulldlng.
Journal
otherwise described the mace as one
a mule an unusually gentle animal.
difllcult of access. Scores of prospecWhile out on a little scouting trip (MM
What Irrigation Will Do.
tors have tried to follow the direcdav the mule took a notion to travel
threshing tions
hut nothing has ever come of
alone and dumped me iraní on in. lMPir ,.mn of ov,.r()ow barley which
sand. Mr. Kidder thought how iHsa- shows what a slmrle irrigation will .lo them,
There Is now being organized In
greeablc it would be to nave the gen- In the valley of the Colorado. Tile
party headed
Lowell, a
tle animal separate from him some annual overflow ruined their
e
H. H. Huddleston. who, one the
day when about forty or fifty mil's alfalfa held.
They plowed It and ' bv
from water, and concluded he didn't owed II to harjey. Without any nth-- I Oral or September win start overland
want any more of the mule, so he er Irrigation the barley was allowed In search of the Adams digging.
started for Olla Bend, where he sold to mature. Thev have .'! .000 sacks of They will go by wav of Clifton, up
the animal. He then took the train barley averaging nr. pounds to tha' the nine creek, and across as wild
a country as lies out of
for Nogales, to get a horse which he sock.
At an expense approximating and rugged
Many niniuhs will be consumhas in the past tried and found true. nothing,
they
a crop worth doors.
have
ed Irt the expedition, hut the promoSunday morning he left for his post, about $4.000. Yuma Sun.
ters think they have a lead on the
ride
from Nogales.--Noga- les
an eight-da- y
famous Adams diggings of the White
Oasis.
mountains.
'...-.- ON 'Make Ray While the Sun Shines. "
T V
WORK BEGÍÑSS00N ON
is
In
of
lesson
th"
Work
a
There
the
BRIGHT'S
BIG IRRIGATION CANAL
thrifty farmer.
lie knows that th
AND
bright sunshine may last but one day
and he prepares for the showers
n
survey
The permanent
So !t
which are so liable to follow.
to
In
We
desire
place
the
hands
of
Co..
&
Land
of the New Kden Ditch
should be with every household. DysBright'!
those
afflicted
un
with
Is
M u.
finished,
Disease
iMHtnfv.
now
l.nn
diarrhoea and cholera morbus
pamphlet that entery,
Diabetes a
der Engineer Burwsll and Engineer or
may attack some
member of the
Is saving human lives.
It Is not an home
Molly s charge, anil ine aciuai
without warning. Chamherlln'"
ordinary pamphlet, but is principally
will hegln as soon as possand Diarrhoea Rent
completed is six and made up of reports of scientifically Colic, Cholera
ible The line
Is the bent known medithree-iiarte- r
miles shorter than the conducted tests in a large variety of edy, which
for these diseases, should alwav-preliminary showed, thus lessening cases,In showing 87 per cent of recover- cine
ies
these hitherto Incurable dis- lie kept at hand, as Immediate treatthe cost of the big canal materially. eases.
ment Is necessary, nnd delay may
The canal will cross the divide near
This book Is for thoughtful people prove fatal. For sale by all druggists.
cut.
the Crouch mesa, with a
people who can discriminate bethus placing the greater part of this tween
Money, sums lo suit. W. V. Fu- common patent medicine literfine mesa under gravity ditch.
and a carefully prepared report trelle, agent, If. W. Coal.
ature
I
The success of he New Eden ditch
will be dlie to W. C.off BlaCk'S untir- of a patient, serious and profoundly
NOW IS THE TIME TO STOCK
ing efforts to interest capital and the important Investigation.
The specifics employed tn tneso tesis
YOCK COM,.
omolelloil (if lilis project Will XHtMl
We are now supplying our custowill he the are known as the Pulton Compounds
Copyright 1000
that (his rich country
I The Houm i t Kuppnholmr
home of hundreds Of live American and the results obtained prove conclu-so mers with both hard and soft coal
nt the summer price for stocking
families. W. S. Walker W. T. Allen, sively that these dreaded diseases
Engineer Hurwell and the other men long fatal have at last yielded tn med- purposes. This price will continue In
is
pamphlet
free.
The
ical
science.
New
Eden
effect until September 1, when the
who are Interested In the
J. H. O'RIelly Co., agents, Albu- price ndvnnces. Tnke advantage of
canal deserve the greatest good Will querque.
give.
can
that our people
this opportunity while ot lasts.
When to suspect Ttrlght's Dieas
CO.
The length of the new line from the
W. II. IIAHN
beading to the divide at the Crouch weakness or loss of weight; dropsy:
mesa Is thirty miles. With the great puffy ankles, hands or eyelids; Kidney
MORN'NO JOURNAL
trouble after the third month; urlno
fall at this polnl a power sufficient for
WANT ADR
:c may show sediment;
railing vision;
almost any purpose may be hadwry
BRIKQ RESULTS.
more
these.
of
one
or
drowsiness;
the
onto
water
well as lo pump
In iii. .a. the distinguishing feasummit of the Crouch mesa, the finest
FAT .1 VITAS Kit AC K CREAM
body of land anywhere in th entire ture Is. weakness with great thirst and
If
appetite.
i'i'i:u.
voracious
times
at
Index.
Aztec
West
ds

Detroit Jewel Gas

52-1-

Be

Made to Unravel Mystery
of Famous Northern Ar-

Detroit Jewell Gas
Range No.

No. 25 16

FREE PLUYIBING
To each purchaser of a Range will he given, FREE,
one year's Subscription to one of the following matra-BineThe Delineator, ( Jood Housekeeping or Woman's
Home Companion. 'I his excellent (liter will be closed
after Monday. AUGUST THE TWENTIETH.

Fegutrar,

E.

Range

6

The Albuq. Gas, Electric Light & Power Go.

SUCE

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

I

RUSSELL

j

two-third- s,

old-knif- e,

two-third-

I

I

Santn Fe Branch
Bast bound
a. m

11:00
12:51
2:11
3:00
4:02
4:32
6:45
8:30
3:00
4:35
7:30

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
a.

m

m
ra
m
m

m
m
m
a. m
a. m

Effective December

10, 1905.

Westbound

(STATIONS

.Lv.,
,Lv.
.Lv..

,

.Lv.

.Lv..
.LV.

.Lv.

.Lv..
.Lv.

.Ar..

3:30 p m

Ar.

Santa Fe
Española
. ..
Embudo
. ... Baranca
... Servilleta
. . Tres Piedras
. ... Antonlto
. ... Alamosa
Pueble
Colorado Springs
Denver

Lv

Lv.... 1:2(1
Lv.... 12:26
Lv.... 11:26

ra

10:2

Lv

Lv.... 10:00

m

. . .

8:10

Lv....

6:40
11:05
8:40

m

7:00

n

Lv.
Lv

Lv....
Lv.

.

. .

m

Connections At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the stnndard
gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal (Jorge, also for
all points on Creeds branch.
Trains stop nt Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
A. S. BARNEY, Agent, Sania Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER) i. P. A. Denver.

an-ivu-

two-thir-

She RJO GR ANDE LUMBER COMPANY
Svsh and Doors- - Flint vnd Gl? ss
Contractors' Materials

THIRD (0 MARQVETTE

Both Phones

I

old-tim-

silp-pnse-

New Clothing for Men
eutd Boys
4

ed

100-acr-

1

All the newest creations from

'She

Stein-Bloc- K

custom taüors are now displayed; $15.00 to $30.00
per suit.

Ask to see them.

All the snappy Boys' Clothing

FREE BOOKLET
DISEASE
DIABETES.

&

Co.,

from

New York's most fashionable boys' tailors,

$5, $5.50t $6t $6.50 and $7 p?r suit.

cross-sectio-

Sam Peck
Inspect this line

We have a line of reliable Men's Suits, in

1141

all colors,

at $10.00, $12.00 and $13.50 the suit.

100-fo-

ol

Boys' School Suits, at from $2.50 to $4.00 per suit.

1

Don't fail to see them.

E. L.

Washburn

Co

i
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When the free lunch is embalmed,
where may the poor consumer turn?

TTV..
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VHIBMiW

REAL
ESTATE
NEW
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ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906
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TELEPHONE SS.
This is going to be a poor season for
TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
" MONET
politicians uno want to be
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW
AVE.
GOLffj
RATES OF INTEREST.
It is now prophesied that Jim HUI.
?OR RENT.
by rail, wUI beat Wellman to the pole,
rn.un and bath, modern; Coal ave.,
airship and nil.
$23.00.
brick. Modern, Xorth Second
Mr. Hoot was given an ovation.. SSy
st. and Roma ave. JJ.1.00.
the newspapers. The holes !n the car
house, mod. in, Lead avenuf. HOUSE FURNISHERS.
XEW AND
u IndoWS prove it.
$20.00.
h
SECONDHAND.
BUY HOUSEWE
house, modern, Coal avenuIt Is not likely the negro troops at
HOLD GOODS; 211 W. G4RLD AVE.
:3.oo.
Hownsvllle will stop to argUe about
(i. NIRISEN, MAN t;EK.
house, modern. S. Arno street
that order to vamos.

The Great Three Act. Laugh Provoking Comedy

"wnd-cated.-

w

THE MOHNINtJ JOURNAL IS THE IEADING III IM HI K
PAPKR
OF NEW MEXICO, SUPPORTING THE PRINCIPLES OP THE REPUBLICAN PARTY AM THE TIME AXI THE METHODS OP THE REPUB-UCAPAKTY WHEN THEV A HI-- RIGHT.

N

circulation than any oilier a per In New Mexico.
u New Mexico ImiiciI every day In Hie year.

w

.

COMPANY.

D. A. MACPHER80N, President.
H. B. HEXING, City Editor.
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TUESDAY, AUGUST

The uuly paper

.wtom

A

I LOVERS

Strong Cast of Characters.
For the Benefit of the
Highland Mtthodist Church.

i

General Admission, 50c.

.

"The Morning Journal hue a higher circulation ratlin; Hum la accorded
ti any other pap. r In Albuquerque or any other dully lu New Mexico." The
American Newspaper Directory.
TERMS OE SLUSCHIPTION.
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
Dally, by carrier, one month
Dally, by mull, una month

f.YOO
.

.to

.

.60

NEW MEXICO
TUESDAY

MORNING,

AUGUST

II,

l0.
V

I

A Correct Vietv
dries

J2Ú.00.

There Is a general Impression that
the president's distinguished
is a false alarm.

i.ead avenue, $12.00.
Broadway, Ifi.oo.
Lead avenue, $15.00.
North 1'lfth St., mod-

house,
house,
house,
house

I
!

son-in-la- w

alio rgi'tltuUE

LUNITICS

i

Our respected Unele. Mr. Cannon,
going to make the name of Osier
a hissing and a byword.

ern. $20.00.
room house North Fifth at, $30.00.
house Sout'i Tlilru St.. $20.00.

The Chicago News says that woman was only going to Implore Roose
velt to accent a third term.

FOR SALE,
room house in Highlands, modern.
line corner, $2,Kli"
good location
house i;i
$2,250.
Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will sell singly or all, at a

Is

August In Spitsbergen, and Well
man has decided he didn't bring along
a sufficiently heavy overcoat,

Putney

L. B.

Wsisl.i'shel 187

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOCK AND GKAIN
Apt

tor

Mltctisll

I
bargain.
has Large and small ran lies for sale near
that
in. Tract of land on the Mesu, eat-- t
of the cltv.
Some fine lots on TU' rus avenue; also
It will he a hard blow to the sumon West Coal avenue,
mer resorts when the law against
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
railroad passes goes into effect.
14 rooms In n fine location.
All kinds of mill wur1cS
Hoosevelt democrats and Bryan re- Lots and houses for sale In a'.l parts 3'
the Olby.
publicans is the latest classification of
The right place
specialty.
Four icres of land in the city limits,
the voters of this great country.
for ooil work at low price
with good house and stable, fruit
trees, etc., In a fine location.
Charley Hoss is probably the only
house on West Coal av.: up
perron who can be in more places at Sixtoroom
LOVE,
A.
date, $s,000.
the same time than Paul sit u land.
Lot on West Ooul av.. near Sixth St.
403 S. First St.
468
phone
Auto
Corner Iron av. and Edl'h st..
house; modern: lot 75x141 feet; fine
Secretaries Wilson and Hitchcock
cement sidewalks; good stable. Thli
have the enviable distinction of not
property will be sold cheap If taken
being candidates for the presidency.
at once.
House and lot on South Second st.. be
R.
the
Hon. Thomas
Watson and
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
(.urgía,
postmaster at Thomson.
bargain.
house, fvo blocks from
threaten to have a dual. Co to It.
Tom.
with two lota. House well
furnished. This property is in one
It Is rumored that Btensland was
of the best local 'ens In this city,
caught yesterday with the goods on
is for sale at J...ri00.
and
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC
him In the northern part of
Brick house and lot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2,000.
S lota, on
Ilnvlng Consolidated line PlioenU
It begins to look as If your Unete Brick house, 7 rooms, wllh
North Second street,
Samuel were an easy mark when even
end Superior Plaining Mills, tlio
sore-eye- d
give
him
Syrian peddlers
price, $2,650.
machinery being of the lntost dethe worst of It.
brick house, nearly new. modsigns und best makes, wo are preern Improvements, at $S.lG0, on
North 4th street.
HOke Smith has bobbed Up With
pared to do nil kinds of MILL
the ph asing surprise thai he is going
house, 'North Fourth street.
WORK nt ft prlee never before
in be governor of Georgia. Hoke was
with 2 lots 75 142 feet, near In.
htemptPd in New Mexico.
believed to be extinct.
Price, $3.690.
Texas has two repúblicas parties.
We will be Rind to gire estiBUSINESS CHANCES.
Hut that is nothing.
Colorado has Good ranches
near the city for sale
on anything from the mill
rantes
had, at various times, as high as six
at reasonable Drices.
work of (i home to making a
and seven of each patty.
Pire Insurance, Houses foi Rent.
window screen und will gnuran- Rents Collected. Taxce Paid, anil
satlsf notion.
A national shoe and leather fair Is
entire chnrsre tnltii; of t,ronertr for
residents nnrt
be
i
to lie held In Chicago. 'Twill s
exposition,
straw
and E. H. DUNBAR
lime for the
hat
CO
tercentennial.
the tailor-mad- e
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Comer Oolil twinr unit Ttilrd CrrxM THE
"How to Keep Cool When you Are
PLANING MILL COMPANY
iinwimmwii
"imam
Red Hot," is the useful Information
vouchsafed by a Kansas paper. Easiest way Is to smash the thermometer.

is rumored that Nicholas
written to Bryan, warning him
Is
it
a bad year for czarrlng.
It

Herald show" a very thorough knowledge of the
situation, ami takes I correct view of the caSS when it
ay. referring to Arizona, "if a free and i lean test of the territory
can he taken It Will he In favor of admission." I!ut the Record
Herald knows, or uulit to know, that a "free and lean test" caABOl lie had
In Arizona. That territory is under the domination of the corporations, and
they CM be relied upon to see that nothing
done that will cause them to
lose their grip on public affairs. They know that to unite Arizona and New
talco In statehood would put the local government in the hands of th'
people, and that
what the copper magnates do not Intend to permit, and
heme we say It is folly to tilk about carrying that ttrrinry for aatehood
Uhleas It be such statehood as will not Interfere With the rule of the nilnlnc
beaees because they will not permit It they are fully prepared for just
sui h emergencies as this they own nearly nil the newspapers of the territory, and hold control of the party machinery of both parties, and a man
does not have to know much to know that the road to victory, when your
opponent holds sin h mlVlinlngOl as those. Is very lnnr, very .steep and very
go-Rec-

CHE
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rocky.
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post-offle-
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Quarts

65c

The Williams Drug 60
THE BLUE

FRONT

Both Telephones.

117 West Railroad Avenue

OCCIDENTAL
Insurance Company

Life

of

Jfiiebv

Mc.xtco and

Arizona

Home Office: Albuquerque, New Mexico

To Contractors

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL

$1,000,000.00

CASH PAID IN

$ 110,000.00

President .loshiui S. Itavnolds.
Vice Presidents
Sol. l.una. Albuquerque, X. M. ; C. F. Alnsworth,
Phoenix, Art.; R. J, Pnien, Santa l o, X. M.
Secrétarj and General Manager J. H. OtUeBjr.

Treasurer

Frank

McKee.

Attorney A. . McMillen.
Medical l)h"ctoi Dr. 3, H. Wroth.
Executive CommlU
M. v. Fkrarnoy,
J. H. O Kiciij, Joshua s. Raynolds.

A. li.

McMillen, Sol. Luna,

Special Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agents

h

Something Entirely New!

208

"The Resei voir

REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave

COM

PLETE

STRING

2

FOUNT

AI

N"

E

RBO
ECONOMICAL.
LEADING
BY

vnf Inn.
Also, desirable lots In the dlfferei.t ad- ilii Ions to the city.
We have several small cottngi s. well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

NURSB8,

AND
PHYSICIANS
Bl ILD ONLY BY

Colorado

144!

Black

'Phone,

B. RÜPPE
THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

The Ai

varado Pharmacy

J

.

;

Bald ridge's is the Place

f

KOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH.
A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
4

J

;
Í
I

J. 6. BHLORIOGE

40S SOUTH FIRST STREET,

ALUUQtJEHQUE, NEW MEXICO

THOSi F, KELEHER Southwestern Brewery

Anti-Nois-

Hrlggs & Oo Proprlet ,rs
First Street nnd Gold Ave
Both Phones

f

Colo. Phone. R 284.
Auto. Phone 671
412 West Railroad Ave.. Albuuunrqua

fa

.

j

Avenue

Railroad

203 West

carry the Finest Line
Garden Hose In the city.

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company.

small ranches, ranging from
three to ten acres each; all under
ditch and under high slute of ecltl- -

OlfMENDED

.

We

;,-

A few

THAT IS INSANITARY
DESTRUCTIBLE,
AND

1--

IN

WE HAVE FOR SALE

Douche"
A

AX Ml .M At T LATE BATHROOM
IS'
a Joy In any household, to say nothing
of Its sanitary necessity, one of tii
chief lines nf our plumbing business ;s
the furnishing and Installing nf ba'it
tubs and washstahds oonneoted wni
the water supply anil sewcft' Syitfeta
by the latest ilevlces in piping, lie, a
free estimate of co.t today.

W00TT0N & MYER
DEALERS

Toit

f

Ice Company's

B. H.

anti-nois-

v I

W E

I.I;

SELL o r

R

HARNESS AMI SADDLES
AT SPECIAL MiV PRICES
FOR THIRTY DAYS

od

Heav
ness,

PiLSENER (á CVLVMBACHER

Concord Team Har$2.,.00
per set

408 West Railroad Avenue
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OF OXFORDS

POR THE MK.i
WOMEN AND CHILDREN

We want to dispuse of every
pair bi foii tin opening of tito
Fall season and have reduced
their price accordingly. Tie y
are an Investment that pay
well in style, comfort and (real
lfen.1i Canvas oxfords
now $1.1(1.

1.B,

Men's Kid Oxfords ln.oo, now
$1.35.
Men's
now

I

.:

Calf

Mi it's

M.M, now

Oxfords

Patent Call

RUS-Sel-

lijt,

Women's Canvas

tl.Vr., now 81.10.
Women'.'!
now si.

I

II

Southwestern Brewery

Ice Company

TRIMBLE & COMPANY
FEED AND TRANSFEH
STAIILES.

I'lrst Class Tnrnonts at

Communication Made Easy

Reaeon-abl- e

Ratee.

New Phone !22.

Old Phone 9

Betweeu the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. lonls, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Gross,Keily&Co

El Paso

WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. Hides ft Pi lls

oxfords.

a Specialty

T.A8 VPX5A8

Oxford

S,

Kid Oxfords $2. no,

Women's Kid Oxfords

I3.UU.

:".
;:r.

L

LI VERT,

Oxferds,

$2.5i,

now s.!

tbe J.

by

O'RIelly ComtianT.

,00,

Women's Kid Oxford

now $1

W.

In Alhuitier.iue

Southwestern System

Rock IsUnd System

tJMM,

Women's Canvas

11.10, now

Sold

BEERS

Vrtsurp&ssed for its Purity, Flavor and
Quality, t
Try it and be Convinced

FHMLE

TRENCH

fat

rve-or-

Third

j

35c

Pints

e.

ie

RAT JAFFA'S; KRAfK CREAM
HENATOR WAKXEK says:
"The republican party never dodges in
if
BREAD.
issue. It Is for something or It Is ngnlnst It." The tribute Is deserved. And
very
City
nansa
beef
hem
The
ot
party
has had no paramount laauea whose "elimination" call
the republican
anil million nt I mil Hlelnwort'a. 112
for a i mutant atream ot excuses.
street.
Xorth

sail

Fresh Lot Just Received,

A

m

The DrinK Problem

II-

28.

Welch's GrLpe Juice

Prop.

J.

i

Hut the ReeordHerald sizes up the situation correctly so far as Artsona
concerned when It says:
"The question now is whether Joint statehood shall be accepted or no
statehood at all. at least none for many years. It will hardly strike the
average Arlsonsn as an especially great privilege to piaat himself outside
the full sisterhood of the states and remain with his neighbor New Mexicans atone in the nation as men without participation in the election of
the president or the conduct of the federal government."
When our Chicago neighbor says, as he does ahovo, by implication at
least, that a negative vote by Atizona will put Xew Mexico also in the territorial list permanently, we have the beat oj reasons for believing he is mln
tgJJten,
It was agreed some time ago that In case Arizona should reject the
pen. In. i' proposition ami Xew Mexico should vote to acrept it by a positive
majority, a hill should bfl Intro. lined nt the next session of congress for th"
admission of New Mexico alone, and there is no reason to doubt that such
a bill would pass with little If any opposition, because no American Congress
would ever he guilty of punishing this territory for the folly of Arizona.
e
What would lea ame of our neighboring territory in that event is a matpr
"Make the Missouri Navigable" Is
opon which public Opinión la divided. Some think the act should provide for
the slogan of a congressman from
its annexation to Xew Mexico, ami others think it WOUld DO divided between thAI state. "Make Mlssourians aide
this state and Utah but that Is another story and one about which Xew to u ivlgate, is the motto of Governor
Folk.
Sjexlc.i dues not have to worry herself.
The Hough Rider" might make the
a
president run again if hey would go
lo the While House and hold him up
with those celebrated San Juan SU
hooters.
a
A Montana man lias been sent to
the asylum because he gets mad every
day at ii p. m. Must be a late riser,
several years Judge Pollard of Bt, Louie has been suspending
Most of us get that way between II
men
brought liefme him for drunkenness
on
ami and 7 n. m.
them at liberty upon their pledge to drink no mor
The people of San Francisco have
Judge Dullard's theory Is that "virtually
the man Is en- - concluded that after all they would
a
a
i.ather
many
take their chances with an
sign
man
Of course,
will
Joined
froin getting drunk."
earthquake than with the Loa Angeles
A
to go free and have no thought of keeping it.
In order
pledge
street cars.
Bui
court can hardly be expected to give a man both sobriety and horn-styThe Topeka Capital Informs US that
the records show that a very large proportion of men do keep the pledge oatmeal
water in the best beverage for
by
a
being
sent
to
Probably this
are
a
In
benefitted
court
far larger proportion than
made
for the heated term.
suggestion
had Its origin with Q0V
eerkhouse.
ornot Folk.
Director of Charities Cooler, of Cleveland, proposal to go further and
Inquires, In .1 newspacompel drunkards to take ;i drink cure. He regards the Confirmed drink perClara Morris
article "what makes women of
agree
most
disease,
would
th"
us
physicians
a
have
with
lie
and
him.
habit
40 marry youths'.'"
Follows a loud
feminine chorus that they don't. R
state, or the city, lend n helping hand to those whose will power Is gone.
they only could!
These two eminent humanitarians agree precisely upon the cardinal prinae
Kansas Is steadily maintaining her
ciple that very little good results to drink victims from being sent to a workAfter serenading
violent reputation.
house. Perhaps no Influence on earth can compel confirmed drunkards to a Kansas city bridal couple a gang of
keep a pledge to let drink alone.
hoodlums bombarded them with rocks
Perhaps no treatment can cure men who. when sobered, restored to because théy wouldn't treat.
e
Movement,
physical and mental health and relieved of the abnormal longing for drink,
Is
e
movement
"The
slill deliberately return to It. Hut If either the pledge or the enforced treat- spreading."
eastern
announces an
tO
ment operates favorably In a large proportion of cases, that Is mote than can newspaper.
So far it has failed
crowd in Arreach the
be said to have ever resulted from any system of punishment.
izona. Nogales Oasis.
?
Mexico Is not a good country for a
THE annual complaint from property owners and lovers of a city beauman without money, says a correspontiful in regard to Hie unsightly crop, of weeds that are allowed to grow on dent
from that republic, He will convacant lots ought lo receive the prompt consideration of the municipal fer a favor on a large percentage of
tell just what
authorities, This Is one of the most conspicuous evidences of "jayness" about the population If hi' will
country is good for us.
a town, and it is particularly unworthy of such a prosperous ami progressive
i
They've gone and accused Teddy's
Sanitary as well as esthetic consideration
nnimiinity as Kansas City.
son Kermit, of smoking a cigarette in
demand the extermination of the weeds for they are no less unliealthfill than the Pullman cat". Anyone knowtthat
unsightly, forming breeding places for mosquitoes, malaria and miasm ill.' one of the rudiments of a grlzzly-hnntln- g
education Is (he art of smokfevers. Kansas City Journal.
ing a corn cob pipe - and Kermit w.iR
Thank you. ever so much. Yon saved us the unpleasant duty of saylnic on his way to the hunting grounds.
those very same unpleasant thing'. Will our city fathers please take notice
(kilning Strength Dally.
and give Martin a little more help.
Joint statehood, the Reporter beHi
lieves, is gaining strength dally.
New Mexico appearances ate that the
THE truth of the matter Is Dryan. as usual. Is trying to carry water on question will carry by a sixty
to sevboth shoulders. He reiognlr.es that there is i demand for public ownership, enty tier cent vote. In Arizona apWill
QUOStioft
pearances are that the
which he regards as formidable, so he responds to It by I proposal wdil. h he voted down
by n large majority,
allow" him to pretend that he fívors the scheme, while at the same time he but, should the change in sentiment
as for the past few weeks, it
holds out the best kind of an assurance to the opponents of the proposition continue
Is barely possible
that Arizona will
thai It will never be considered. If Hry.an were a sincere man he would not fall In line on the afllrmalive side.
aeek to confuse the Issue In this manner. He would come out Into the opea Itaton Heporter.
and be "for" or "against": now he Is merely straddling.
Meanwhile the
I' nil" "I at Home and Abroad.
republican party Is seeking lo remedy the abuses which are the only things
Last year the railroads of Qraal
that i an be fairly urged against the existing system, and according to Hryan's Britain and inland transportad over
une billion passengers .and only klll"il
own admission a very fair degree of success Is attending Its efforts. gata 2r, nnd Injured roo. in America only
three quarters of a billion passenger
Ki te is. i. Chronicle.
were carried but we killed 4.0(10 and
Injured IM00. In madletno It is im- HENRY M. WHITNEY will run for governor of Massachusetts If pn.mlble to make comparisons because
dr.ifn i. but he hopes his party won't draft him. Of Whitney the Chicago Inert Is no other remedy In the Ml MS
with the famous Hosteller's
Tflbune says: He Is a very rich man. and could afford the race. He Is u class
Stomach Bitters. It has been
d
tariff reformer to the extent of wanting something done for the Xew England nml foremost for II years, and Its
of cnrSS has been so wonderful
mauufacturers. With him therefore the tariff Is a local question. Give him
that we doubt If anyone will ever be
a few raw materials free of duty and he will be satisfied. He would not be able to make a belter remedy to take
Try It for poor appetite, ,n
l.
Its place
a Strong candidate.
He lacks the Intellectual attractions of William E.
Mnmnla. flatulency, bloating, liver or
ami he has not risen from the ranks of wage earners like W. I.. Douglas. kidney 111k, dysfiepnla.
indigestion.
Moreover he has long been a leading corporation figure In Boston, and Just ( ramps, diarrhoea or malaria, fever
now known corporationlsts are not dear to the popular heart. This is hardly anil ague. The genuine has our Private stamp over the neck of the bota Whitney year anywhere.
tle. Refuse nil others.
Is

Albuquerque
Planing Mill

I
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u

WatQiis

ALBUQUERQUE, N. H.

Reserved Seals. 75c

Reserved Scats on sale at Matron's, after Tuesday, Aug.

Shorteet, Qn'ckest, therefore the Best, The Only way with two
trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers,
Dining Cars, Chair Oars and Coachea. For any trip,
any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

throQKli

any-wl"r- e,

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
1

Choice Llqnors Serred. A Good Plsor
to while awar Hie weary noun.
All the Pcpular Oames. Keno every
Monday, Thurnday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH HARNETT.
130 H Railroad Asa.
Protrteto

I ui Pull Particulars sec any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

,

DIE

OF THIRST III

"CUT IT OUT

OPEN BOAT ON

Terrible Experience of Indianapolis Capitalist and Party

WINE

the Coast of Mexico,

OF

Cast adrift In an open boat, buffeted by the rolling billows of thn
Pacific ocean, and for three days ami
nights without food and with only
that fell from the skies to co
their parched tongues and throats,
was the experience of James H. Lowt.
of Indianapolis, and of a party
f
fourteen Americans and seven native
Indian boatmen who passed through
this terrible ordeal. Mr. Lowe arrived In El Paso last night over the Mexican Central, having made his wty
from Manzanillo after being revived
from the ravages of the terrible
he had passed through and It
now on his way home In Indlanapoliv,
says the El Paso Times.
Mr. Lowe is one of the directors of
the Carrizo Copper company, which
owns mines about 100 miles from Jim-ulc- o
In the Cocoma mountains between Jlmulco and the Pacific ocean.
"It was only fifty miles from the
mines to Chámala, which is ninety
miles from Manzanillo and we decided
to go this way rather than to bravo
the terrors yes they are terrors of
the mountain trails, of which we had
sufficient experience overland from
Jlmulco when we went In. There were
fourteen of us In the party, all directors of the company. When we got
ready to leave the mines it was suggested by the superintendent of the
mine that It would probably be a br'.-te- r
and a much easier journey for j
to go to Chámala.
"Twenty-thre- e
steamers stopped at
Chúmala, he said, and we would have
no trouble getting to Manzanillo, only
ninety miles from this port.
"Fifty miles overland and a comfortable stateroom In an ocean going
steamer and
a railroad train from
Manzanillo back to civilization looked
like paradise to us as compared with
something over a hundred miles overland back to Jlmulco. We had plenty
of this on board a joggling mule and
decided on the former route back.-"We started out all right and made
the Journey to Chámala in fairly good
order and with no further miih'ip
than losing two guns and four watches
by theft at the hands of the Moioa
we had to look after the mules.
"We arrived at Cham-ihand dismissed the train of mules and Mozos
and they had been gone twenty-fou- r
hours before we asked casual') v jf
the hotel proprietor a dirty mixture
of renegade English and native Indian when he expected the next
steamer into port. In a very casu il
manner he informed us that steamers
did not touch at Chámala In the rainy
season.
" 'Perhaps, senors, you will be able
to get a steamer in six weeks If all
goes well. If not ', and with a Bhrug
of his shoulders he left us in no very
comfortable frame of mind.
"We hunted him up and importuned him for a suggestion of some way
to reach
Manzanillo, ninety mil is
down the coast. Finally, he said that
he could probably arrange for our
transportation by means of native
dugout canoes and Indian boatmen.
We gladly embraced the suggestion
and It was all arranged that we shouUl
start as soon as the landlord could
get the sufficient number of boatmen
together. Of bad weather and tremble In open sea we had no misgiv1
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Auto. Phone 626.

We will send Free Advice On plain,
sealed envelope). Address: Ladies'
Advisory Dept., The Chattanooga
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.

l?NII.PPlÑESslísrELLED.
Men n nd Women Unanimous About It.
Many women wce; and wall and
refuse to be comforted because their
Inonce magnificent tresses have
come thin and faded. Many men incline to profanity because the flies
bite through the thin thatch on their
cranlums. It will be good news to the
miserable of both sexes, to learn that

Newbro's Herpiclde has been placed
upon the market. This is the new
scalp germicide and antiseptic that
arts by destroying the germ or microbe that is the underlying cause of
all hair destruction. Herpiclde is a
new preparation, made after a new
formula on an entirely new principle.
Anyone who baa tiled it will testily
as to its worth. Try it yourself and
be convinced. Sold by leading druggists. Send 10c in stamps for sample
to The Herpiclde Co., Detroit, Mich.
B. II. Brigg3 & Co., special agents.

!

.

-

All Kinds

of Coin Machines Sold or Placed on Commission
Amusement, Nickel and Penny Machines

Large Profits on Small Investment.

!.
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CAKE

BUTTERNUT

.

have the
best

BREAD

in

TELEPHONE YOUR

BAKER

the city

Trop.

T. M. 2) Ois,

STEVENS & B0WYER, PROPS
213 West Railroad Ave.

September wheat opened at
,mri
.... i ......
lo" " "l 7.. . . until ,OT
tit I'.'I.V...
- Sí.,
r
then advanced to
V. The close
was at 11'K(!fc. September corn
opened at 47c to 47V.cc, sold between 4714c and 48V4c and closed at
48c. September oats opened at 2!ty
014 c to IÍV.C advanced to 29c and
closed at the top figure.
market.

THE MILLS' NOVELTY CO

FRENCH BAKERY!

Chicago Board of Trade.

Call and Be Convinced

tahlohs
216S. Second St
!

I

Rates to the West

1

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en- joy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday durinc M.iv. Tnrw Tulv
T. E. PURDY, Agent. August and September.

2

i Special
i

ORDERS

stop-over- s.

Wall Sired.

With trading
in enormous volume, sales aggregating 2. '.100,000 shares, last week's upward movement in the stock market
BASEBALL
was rcsumeii today. Closing quotations:
109 Vs
Amalgamated Copper
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Sugar
140
At Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
K. H. E. Anaconda
267 Vi
1
2
t Atchison
104
Brooklyn
i 6 a
101
do preferred
Batteries Lynch and Gibson; Ea- - New Jersey Central
225
son and Bitter.
63
Chesapeake & Ohio
At Cincinnati
R. H. E. St. Paul, preferred
192
Cincinnati
t 10 1 Big Koug
97
3 Colorado & Southern
Uoston
a . . . . 1
37
Weimer and Schlei;
Batteries
70 V.
do first preferred
Lindaman and Needham.
51
do second preferred
46
At Chicago
R. H. E. Erie
(!
Chicago
3
2 inieroorougn
a i Vi
New York
0 6
... 48
do preferred
99 U
Missouri Pacific
Hatteries Pfeislcr and Kling;
146
New York Central
and Bowerman.
144 u
Pennsylvania
AMERICAN LEAGUE,
Louis & San Francisco, secWashington-Clevelan- d
game post St. ond
57
preferred
poned on account of wet grounds.
R. H. E. Union Pacific
At Philadelphia
94
7 14
0 United
St. Louis
45
States
Steel....":
1
1
6
Philadelphia
107
do preferred
Spencer; Western Union
Glade
and
Batteries
91
Waddell and Schreck.
United States Bonds
At Boston- K
H.
104
R.
Refunding 3's, registered
6
9
1
104
Detroit
do coupon
4
M
103
registered
Boston
3's,
Refunding
tl t do coupon . '.
103 V
Muiiin and Schmidt;
Batteries
103
Glaze, Harris and Carrlgan.
Old 4's, registered
do coupon
At New York
R. H. H.
103i
New 4's, registered
r
1
4
Chicago
129;
129
do coupon
1
5
5
New York
per
Money on call, firm, at 3Hv
White and Sullivan;
Batteries
at5V&
paper,
cent.
Prime mercantile
Orth and Thomas.
per
C'6
cent.
silver,
Bar
66c.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
At Omaha
R. H. !:'.
City LBe Stock.
Kansas
1
3
5
Denver
Kansas City, Aug 20. Cattle re,'i
1
8
Omaha
ceipts, 13,000. Native steers, $4.0nff
Engle and Weygartlt; 6.25; southern steers.
Batteries
$2.7504.18;
McNeely and Hender.
southern cows, $2.00 fa 3.10; native
At Lincoln
R. H. E. cows and heifers, li.003.00; stock-or- s
1
a
5
Sioux City
bulls,!
and feeders. $2.504.60;
10 8 1 ft.OO0l.S5; calves. 12.5005.75; wesLincoln
Batteries Corbett and Hess; Joins tern fed steers, IÍ.SO06.1O; western
and Zinran,
fed cows, $2.004.25.
5,000; market.
Sheep receipts,
At Des Moines
It. TI. E.
16
Des Moines
IS
t IS.00OL60; range wethers, $4.500
Muttons',
steady.
1Pl.rfliJ5.80;
5
8
lambs,
11
Pueblo
Batteries Wolfe, Miller and Dex- 6.00; fed ewes, $4.255.50.
ter; Morgan and Rennlckor.
Cbicaco Live Slock.
AM BRICAN ASSOCIATION.
Chicago, Aug. 20. Cattle receipts.
At Kansas City,
2fi,000; market,
Receipts,
steady.
!)
Kansas City
28,000; market, steady. Common to
0 prime steers, $3.75
Indianapolis
6.7G
cows,
$2.85
0
At Minneapolis
ii4.75;
heifers, $2.60 O 5.35 bulla,
3 $2.00(ir4.50;
Minneapolis
calves,
$3.00(!r 7.50;
2 stoikers and feeders. $2.60(fr4.25.
Columbus
At Milwaukee
Sheep receipts, 20,000;
market,
3 10016c higher.
Milwaukee
Sheep, $1.25 (v 5.25;
1 lambs, $5.00(úG.40.
Louisville
At St. Paul
0
St. Louis Wool.
St. Paul
St. Louis, Aug. HO. Wool, steady.
6
Toledo
Territory anil western mediums,
't
Miss Phllbrlck'a Kindergarten will 28e; fine medium, 1620c; line, Hr
17c.
, in
('oiiimcrcliil
open September
club building.
New York, Aug. 20.

seen nothing of them since noon of the
day of our start now four days in
the past. On rounding a point, however, Just clearing from the cove InM
which we had been cast we ran Into
them, Just putting out from the shone,
They thought that we were drown. .1.
Together the two boats made the
journey from there to Manxanllla
without further mishap and the trip
was really a delightful One.
"Indian villages along this coai
arc very numerous and little streams,
and big ones, too, rush down from
the steep mountains back from the
coast, Into the ocean and fresh water
was plentiful.
"The fact that the wind, which at
first blew from the shore, did not i
from this direction, but changed
to our back and thus, instead of carrying us out to sea. hastened us along
our course is responsible for our ultimate safety. It is probable that we
were never more than fifteen or twenty miles from the coast, but it wis
raining so hard that we could not
see."

XW

W. Copper Ave

Chicago. Aug. 20. Reports of damage to the spring sown crop caused
strength today In the local wheal

GAVE UP SUPPORTER
"I wore a supporter for years, for
my womb, which had crowded everything down before It, writes Mrs. S. J.
Chrisman.of Mannsville.N. Y. "I suffered untold misery and could hardly
walk. After taking Cardul I gave up
my supporter and can now be on my
feet half a day at a time."

us all your troubles.

114

quiet at 15.75 In the local market. It
was a shade higher In London, ( losing
at 17 2s 6d. Spelter was 5s higher
In London at 27. Locally it was unchanged at $8.000)6.10.
Iron was
53s 3d for standard foundry and at
53s !ld for Cleveland warrants in the
English market. Silver, 86c. Mexican dollars, 51c.

1

telling

(ft'

1

Empress, "Motet Best." "Gold Seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Bote" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Bed Bran.
Bex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyater Shells, Chicken
Bone, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

It has saved the lives of thousands of weak, sick women, and
has rescued thousands of others from a melancholy lifetime of
chronic invalidism. It will cure you, if you will only give It a chance.
Sold at every drug store In $ .00 bottles. Try it.

freely and frankly, In strictest conf-

m

DEALER

Woman's Relief

idence,

i

21. 1906.

Wholesale Flour and Feed

CARDUI

WRITE US A LETTER

TUESDAY, AUGUST

M. BERGERÍ

says the doctor to many of his lady patients, because he doesn't
know of any medicinal treatment that will positively cure womb or
ovarian troubles, except the surgeon's knife.
That such a medicine exists, however, has been proved by the
wonderful cures performed on diseased women, In thousands of
cases, by

NCR
Off

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,
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The Missouri Pacific R'y
and Iron Mountain Route
V

I

Have at all times maintained
the best passenger service in th
South and West to points North
and East via St. Louis, and South
and Southeast via Memphis, and
points in these territories are best
reached via these lines.

1

SUPERIOR DINING CAR,
SLEEPER AND THROUGH
CHAIR CAR SERVICE.
Before taking your trip these lines'
facilities should be considered.
For information, Bee your local
ticket agent, or address

OKNCItAL

PASaENOEN AMD TICKET
T. LOUIS.

Automatic Phone 522

Livery and Boarding Stables

AQE

N T .

Albuquerque, New Mestoo

-

those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

i
L

.

West Silver Arenne.

8

FULL OF ODD AND CURIOUS
THEWORLD IS
there may still be

1
!jf

Colorado Phone 57

W. J. PATTERSON
311-31-

C. O. GRIFFIN,
IUIÍTMHI1THN PAatENOCRAQCNT,
AN ANTONIO,
OH
H. C. TOWNSEND,

7
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Niglit Work Is Expensive.
Loose leaf methods, special ruled
blanks and books do away with night
work, because those systems simplify
and condense the old style of bookkeeping. We are equipped to manufacture all kinds of loose leaf devices,
and do all kinds of special ruling and
ings.
"To stand on the beach at Chámala binding.
H. S. Llthgow & Co.,
and look out on the broad expanse of
journal Building.
Bookbinders.
Pacific, so glassy and calm as it
heaved and swayed for all the world
Morning loiirnal Wnnt Ada
like some monstrous animal breathing
Firing Results.
In peaceful slumber, one would never
dream of Its murderous treacherou-nes- s
HOME-MADT
E
CANDY
FEE'S
and sudden fury lashed Into .1
rage by the unexpected storms which WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
frequent this portion of thc coast In
genuine
only
cooking
in
The
hime
you
need a carpenter, elephouc
If
A delightful place to spend your summer vacation.
the rainy season.
Furnished tents and
the city at the Woman's Exchange,
"That night we were told that wo Ilessclden. Auto. Phone 5J6.
401
W.
ave.
cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
Railroad
palm
could start next morning. We dreami I
IDEA I j HEALTH RESORT.
Representing Manger & Avery
of a delightful trip down the coast--nev- er
or you can get your meals at the restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
To rent for a term oí years, the FINANCE AND COMMERCE.
Boston
out of touch with the land
new
property,
beautiful
and
residence
115
North First Street, with Raabe
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
and a haven in Manzanillo, where wt
& Manger. Albuquerque, N. M.
would spend several days sightseeing containing about twenty rooms, In the
In
valley,
one
finest
location
the
nbout
and refreshing ourselves and then
The Metals.
MEN AND WOMEN
trip back to the states on wheels and mile from the city limits on the Lock-maNew York, Aug. 20. Copper was
ranch. Attractive grounds and higher In Loudon, with both spot and
Vwn III
4i for unnatural
an entire absence of the tortuoar
i
f'iir harto', Inflammations,
Br
Also ten additional futures closing at 84 15s.
.i. .H
Locally
mountain paths and the jogging mule surroundings.
OLvAnln-- l
V
ur ulceration
irrUatifion
backs, to end at night with a poorh rooms In contiguous cottages If desir- the market was firm In tone and
of m iK ouw membrauM.
Ample stables and outbuildings. prices were held a shade higher.
Pwwita I'obIaeIh.
I'ainlfM, and not Minn
J
cooked meal and a stretch at fu.l ed.
Apply on premises or address Mrs Lake copper is quoted at $18.75; elec- iJSlTHtENSCHtIIMlüO.
it or roiofioua.
length on the gravelly ground.
Wnm ci hcih iu n, o mm Mold b7 Or uWUli
"Next morning we started. We had HiUy Lockhart. Albuquerque, N. M. tf trolytic at $18.50, and casting al
B.
or no ht in rdniiL wrapper,
a.
$18.25 on spot, and it Is said that
been off the coast but two hours at
tr asp, prnpnid fui
EAT JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM lake for nearby shipment Is held up
tl m or 3 bnttlr-- t $2.7V
most when a sharp breeze blew up
was
f
19.00.
BREAD.
$18.
Lead
around
l;'.íf
from the shore. Clouds became visible
and about noon it began to rain in
torrents. The water fell so fast that
you could not seo fifty feet.
"Our party was In two boats. In
the boat where I was there were eight
Americans and four native boatmen
In the other boat which was smaller
there were six of our party and
three boatmen. Early In the game w
lost sight of the othor party and trj
as our boatmen would they could not
get back to shore. We had brought
food for but one day, thinking that
we would put ln,at one of the frequent settlements along the coast and
fet all wo wanted as we needed It,
Next morning, drenched to the skin
and without water to drink, we began holding our hats out for them
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N M IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
bs rained into and drinking the waLEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES
MAIN
OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LINES
THE
OF
JUNCTION
THE
ter so caught.
"The boat would be filled by the
AND
THE
REPUBLIC
TEXAS,
EL
OF MEXICO.
PASO,
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO
breakers, which were constantly lashing our boat, and to keep ourselves
afloat overy man In the party had to
help ball out the salt water. We had
an old tin bucket in which fresh water
had been brought nboard and this
(INCORPORATED)
hats served at the bails to
Ílth theourwater
out of the boat, which
Are the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business an Resience Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and 70-fo- ot
streets and avenues, right in the business
tt times seemed doomed 'to swamp.
"The day of our starting was jn
Depot Grounds, The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading its extensive depot grounds
Fe
directly
and
Santa
the
upon
city
of
the
Railway
new
center
the Cth of August, from this day until the 8th we did not see land and wl
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accomodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating house, round house, coal
all thought we had seen It for the last
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
tine. On the morning of the 8th It
By noon the wind
Topped raining.
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, an several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
had almost subsided and shortly afterward we taw land. Our boatmou
shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, bea ns, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leadinc north, south, east and wnst. to nil
largest
made direct for this land and In th.'
in
points
the United States and Mexico its future grow th as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
nrtornooh we touched. Sending our
Mntos out for Ire wood all of our parChicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast , The water ig good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
ti worn out, having had no rest for
threo days and nlghta ttretched
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low in prices and terms easy, One third of
club, three hotels, restaurants, etc, n neeas rigni no w a good
on the beach to tleep.
An I
for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annummay remain on not and
Title perfect an warranty deeds given.
Bleep we did. We did not awaken unchase money cash; two-thirtil the next morning.
The sun was
in
lots,
choice
call
to
prices
lots
of
particulars
For
person
wish
the
and
further
if
or
secure
,fl'l4l-ilIMearly
you
write to
Come
blnlng and there wat not the flight;
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wind.

"After eating what the boatmen had
bien able to trade for at an Indian
tm (lament, probably á mile from
where We had beep east eahorc, and
the tun and fire which had been built
on the bench hnvlng dried and wanned u through once more we decided
td again put out In an effort to reach
Mantvnlllo.
' Wo did not know what had
6f otir companions. Wo had

The Belen Towiv and Improvement Company
JOHJH

BCJL.

President

WM. M.

DEUGEH,

Secretary
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THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,
Gao. W. Hickoi

Bhe

T. Y. Mavnard

Hickox-Maynar-

ODD CHAIRS1

Company

d

""

Are Exclusive Representatives
The Gorham Manufacturing Co.. Sterling Silverware; The I.lhbe' Co.,
d
Artistic Cut Glass, and The W. A. Plckard
China
Each In Its class, and appropriate for Wedding Gifts. Our stork of
Diamonds "never before so complete." "Tls a good time l'or Investment, aa LHamunds are rapidly advancing In value.

21, 1906.
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HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Hand-painte-

New Mexico's Le ding

Jewelers

South Second Street

The Arch Front

ueumj heksi first IF
.1
of Kpris. N M ,
urges.
J. U QeiahasB. of Blackrock, N. M
Is a visitor in Alhuquct iinRon Eugenio Romero, of Las V
gas is in Albuquorqus for the da)
Ri v. Qeorfja J, Julllard, of (lallttp,
w.is an AlbsJa.uerq.us visitor keater-da-

Allen,

at

tie
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ALBERT FABERj

::

;

DR. B. M. WILLIAMS

BRUNSWICK

DENTIST

POOL

AND

BILLIARD
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I

Oifire on Rallroau avenue, over
between First and Second
Automatic Phone 20

LIVERY
The 'Madia"

Southern Colorado.

Mrs. .V. M. kin ami children, of
peka, atol Mis. C '.
r, of Tom-bee- n
pie, Texas, who bavi
the miens
of Colonel i'. '. Mini s and family for
several days, left foi

io

Rates on Week
BOUGHT,
AND

SOLD

EXCHANGED

Ofl:e.

Trwajcuoni

Ouiwiteed.

CITY

SCAVENGER

Ifftce:

Cor. Secniul mid Coal

(

Phone r.;

Alaska Refrigerators

Auto. I'bone III

White Mountain Freezers
HOME-GROW- N

AND VKUY .(HOICK

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

AT THAT

VI RRMELON'S!
VTERMEIíOÑH!
A TL'RMKION'H!
ICE OOLD!
ICE COLD!
ICR (JOLO!
ICE COIjD!
ICE ;)!.
ICR COLD!

COAL

though' for Several min Beat American Block, uer ton.. $550
to In
accident happened
tin- skating rink in tlv
Elks' building, when waiter Zanonl,
r tinInstructors in the gentle
oi
header, struck his head
.hi. ii.uk
against one of tin- iron supports of
ih" h ill.-- along tin- wall and was unM.7S ten
conscious for so lung that II was fear- eit in- was mortally hurt,
.annul aas
In a race With tin- Other fancy skate:.'
Oeorge Capper.
Zanonl aaa in the
lead until the tenth lap when Capper
passed bun.
a
In
spurt to make up
12 2!4 and I2.7B
ihs lead Eanonl. In endeavoring to Mill Big Load
quick turn, tan Into the wall.'
make
fell headlong and struck his head I
with fearful fosee agalnal the chair
support. Re toiled over two or three
times, then regained ids feat,
took
about two strokes, than tumbled
in a heap.
He was carried
outside the hall ami a physician summoned and he was soon revived.
Phones: 416 Black 280

i:
CfAltAJfTEED

RIPE

Gl'ARANTEED

lill'E

Gasoline Stoves

(t'Alt VMTEED RIPE

COKE

i

MITCHELL

F. II.

Second

WE HAVE THE
B

IN THE

i

WOOD

Lawn and Garden Tools

LARGEHT

CAPACITY

CITY.

Albuquerque

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwcrs, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Cash

Grocery Company

W.H.Haiin&CO

r
ths Qranl
oompany, canv
up from Helen Yesterday for pie or
Ron. !i it Psrgusaon returned yes-- 1
'I'lnElephant has at la t
lerda ) from Demlng, where he qoü secured white
a good lighting system.
Batbe. n in connection with the hearing "f
the injunction petition of ihs Denver ter di'.!' In and see It.
ami Kio Orande against the Arlsons
101
HUM
EXC1I
and Colorado railroad. In which tc- - i; xii.koWs
i
A I N I E.
aü6
llmoay Is now being taken by the r"'- n

107 S. 2nd. St.

BARNETT BLD6.

i

fleet

Whitney Company

Prop.

M. QVflSAHOFF.

W'ti it was

i

TINNERS

AVENUE

for Tickets.

timtlltlll

DANGEROUS ACCIDENT TO
FANCY ROLLER SKATER
Henry

Captara tluppe ol Company o. has
received bis transportation from th
adjutant general's otitic for th" team
which win go from ti"' local company
to entunóte for the HaKerinaii cup in
tin: target practice at La
Tie
lean ni i selected iy Captain
Ruppe tonight,
former Governor
Bradford Prliw
making efforts looking to the arrangement of a o. ..i roads convention
in Albuquerque
.luting the coming
fair it is understood thai a meet lag
of the Sea Mexico g
roads assoct.i- Hon h
sea agreed ui
by the of- -
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Straight Pool.., Rc per cne
IB Rail Fool .
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mic per hour
Hllllarris

Days.

Candies

ijuuy county for stealin:;

fair.
0 A Rruckman,
Brothers Construct!)

m Kiieolsl

R.R.

I

anted

& BOARDING
STABLE

thank-Andrew-

aii-iIkI-
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BUT EVERYTHING
CLASS AND

COMPANY

HARDWARE

Bas

PLUMBERS

ROSENHEIM'S, 118 W. Railroad Ave
by
rity
unanlast
tilahi
Tin
council
s
ImoUS vol'' iasseil a resolution
for hut
Ina Delegate w. 11
work in securing an approprts Uon ( ir Home-mad- e
a public building in Albuquerque an.
also for his work in securing the pa ALL KINDS
ICR CREAM.
isge of the bin granting the ItO-ac- tn
tract on the mesa to Albuquerque,
OF SOFT DRINKS
Th.resolution was proposed by Dr.
Harrison ami promptly carried.
Upon motion of Alderman Learnard
The Coolest Place In the City
a resolution was unanimously adopted
extending tic thanks of the city to
H in, Joshua
Raynolds for his latest
S.
gift to the City of a town clock for
public
library.
the

Mrs. P. W. Voorhees, who has been
tin sues) of Mrs. George
for
several weeks, left Issl night for her
home in Dallas, Texas, accomoanled
l
h
rhter, Miss Marie Vof.
lieos.
Judge li a .Abbott of the district
court is expected to return to
qucrque
from
Haverhili.
Ma i., win re he has been spending i
fes weeks' vacation. The court Will
to Los Lungs Thursday to open too
tei ni for Vatem la county.
Mounted pollccmi n hat
reported
t.i (Captain pornoff In Hat la Ke

Ilr,)kcil

.

Assures Delegate of Gratitude
for Public Building Vote oí
Thanks to Mr. Raynokls.

I
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Props. Ilighlanil Livery
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ALBUQUERQUE

BROS

HAMBKOOk

-

M'Kin

John Street

112

ANDREWS

thlb
New Mexico liar assocla- lion at Cloudi roft.
Bylvestre Brothers, of Mi nte Vis.
'.i
have purchased five th
hi ail of sheep in the Esta
for shipment to their feet

laid u in Man

PARLOUS
if the City.í í S

NORTH THIRD STRRET

I

THANKS TO

The Only First
Class Billicvrd

Dealers In
PROVISIONS. HAT.
GltAI.V AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines. Manors
Orders
and Clears. Flace Your
For This Line With Us.

Auto. Phoi e 801

ALBUQUKKQUE HARDWARE CO..
Agents for Qulok-MoSteel Itauge
Ganolluc Stoves.
ul

GROCERIES.

EXTENDS

short session of the probate eourl
.1
Homero presiding, was held .t
k
ih'' court house yesterday mot nine.
was
Little business of Importance
transacted.
At! leys W. II. Chlldi rS atol B
I lo two
list ntghl for hi Paso
w hem
they win Ku to the conven

PARLORS

Toti&Gradi

h-- id

ness.

Man-dell'-

St

i

The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
f ).
Lvok at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People nrho
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
sale is due to their merits to nothing else.

i

r
captut e in Gran) county
Thompson, of Pinos Altos for
stesUnK and A H Meates, who

tinners

I

AVENUE
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Railroad Avenue
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Plans for New $30,000 Storehouse Arc in the Hands of
Robert
the Local Officials,
days

,irv u B Put nay and Mrs.
Putney expect to leave in a
for Milwaukee for a visit.
arMontague StevciiM of M.iKilali-n.The first
of the Improvements
rived In A lloi(iii'r(tie
yesterday to planned
by the Santa Fe for the b'.i(
spend sonic lime here.
Albuquerque plant is ready to be carU it. Larkln, sup rlntendent of tii
ried out. Before these Improvements
I, as Vegas public sellouts, w.is an .
arc rompleti according i., the stai
that in AlbaquerOU last hIkIiI.
I
Kendrlek,
of Vice Presiden
Attorney t. B, Catron, of Santa fa S2&e.000 will have been expended here
was in tto cM
yesterday rotun i
in lieu buildings and enlargement
l
hone from a business trip i" Dealing. Old "iii's.
Regulai review of Al uno Hive, No
The plans have lieen placed in the
1. 1..
. T.
ill be
If.,
this after- hands of local officials of the railroa-noon at 2::io o'clock In odd Fellows' for a new 130,060 storehouse to take
tin- place of tio frame building, which
hall.
airs. v. 11. Wh.lt enian and daugh-te- r. has answered thai purpose for .so I o oil
Mrs. John Muir, who nave been and which for a time was the general
The
Visiting Albuquerque friends i"t a f
storehouse nf he aoast lines.
were
left yesterday morning for t'hi- - plan; for 'lie new storehouse
Qeneruj
brought here yesterday by
M
lilri'. who was In
a number of Albuquerque people Storekeeper
be present the city for I short time on his way
have tons to santa Ke
at the funeral of the late Charles
Wagner, which occurs in the capital
this morning at o'clock.
It Is expected that a special meetCOUNCIL
ing of the county commission win
Hits morning in the court house
for the transaction of routine busi-
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We gladly show you our stock
leaving your own good judgment do the rest.

308-31- 0

y.

f-

321-32-

r per cent.

New Mrs ro
Washington, Au.
Uocal showers Tuesdaj
and Aiiz.Miii
atsi Wednesday.

J.

FE

SANTA

plumbeÍrs1

20to50

FORECAST.

WEATHER

gU0Bl

We place on sale a big assortment of odd
chairs at greatly reduced prices, among them I
a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of

1

HOMER II. WARD, Mgr.
ti W. Marble Ave.
I'hones:

Colo. Blk 279. Aato.

13-- 1

15-- 1

17 South

First Street

North First Street

401-40- 3

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
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eree,

Mi
Iúrik.
X. t'larke. aselstant

general cou.l-.'- I
of the Denver and Rio Oranaej
railroad, and ,i. a Qulnn, ssalstautl
nglneer nf the sanie ra ir nl. were nJ
tlbuquerque yesterday, returning
Denver from
Desnlng,
hete they
have appeared before th. referee
ni
the taking of lastimón) in the right
of way suit of the Denver ami Rio
tlransje aggtnsi ths Arlsona and ":--raiio railroad,
Martin Scott, alias M H. Kay, ai-- l
several months ago
r.stcd in
fpr an attempt to forge a Santa re
pa) check, has bean taken from San, i,
Ke b) sheriff A li Anderson, of How
ton, Txas. back t.. HntMton for irlil:
i. ,i i 'barga bf grand larceny. It be- ing charged th.it hs stole among other things a b.ok of .Itaft-- . from Ih'hh b he gad been tilling out
railroad
tu suit himself
K

.

i

I

fori

;irlli.oal.i In Mai (Inlqiic
De Franela Island of .vi.uiin-- i

Barthqnake shócki oí
ng 29.
i.r lass severity u. re felt on
th-f Msrthilaoe at l:lf p. m.
Island
m.. t and
yesterday and "i
a m. today.
There has been
l.'iin.ig. reioted.
i

i.

in

-

'.

onner, M. D. D. O.
Sieclalty Osteopathy.
II.

L'orjHira I Ions.
of Incorpori- lion have been tiled in the olTI
f lho'1
territorial secretary In Ban ta Ke:
santa Ross iteai BsOkts company.
f business at San: .
Principal plat
liosa. N. If, Territorial aRent. Luthrrl
M. Shely.
Capital
at Santa Roag.
stock
ft, 9o. Commonce business I
Object dealing la real
with 2,gg,
estate
Duration tifty years. Incor-- I
Th.-

r. lib.

aing ariieirs

tiv
ílKaí.dtva-j.-

I
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Indlcallons are that crops will be fine
this year throughout the whole coutv
try and business Is taking a spurt on
account of this. We don't know about
the crops, but we do know our business is booming, oro pa or mi crop...
we are the satisa reason
There
factory plumbers.
Dependable work
at rock bottom figures Is what keeps
things humming here.
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'
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Andrea.
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Sundny.
Inquire
Romero's Heat Market,

;iii .v

J. L. 3elí Co.
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lll.sga.

(i(i,j l.niiiufH. nnmrds from

c.
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n I ess

Extraction,

When bong-ti- t right are a gootf Investmint.
Our prices are RIGHT.
We Invita you to call and esamlne the beautiful diamond goods we ara
offering. Also Watches. Jewelry. Silverware, etc Mall orders receive
prompt attention.

THE LEADING JEWELER

B. F.

1B1

Room

COPP, D. D. S
It,

N. T. Armiio

Kntlroad Avenue-

(tae--

t

VI

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Building Association

J.E.BELL

Livery, Feed and Sale

..STABLES..

Boardilla Dormís a Soectalty.
Saddle Horses.
IM W. Silver Avenue. Albnnnaronn.

115 NORTH FIRST STREET
Between Railroad Avenue
and Copper Avenue,

t

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
Ma.rquelte Avenue,

liiiihllne

E. WALKER

RAABE & MAUGER

AND

Z

.$i.ro
sor

All Work Absolutely CiitirnulT'cd

ROOM 10. N. T. ARMI.IO BÜILDiNC.

:
t
t Sash, Doors Glssr Cement
a
RKX FI.INTKOTR ROOFING.
:
j
Firal Street

.

A.

fell WEST RAILROAD AVKNÜE.
Automatic 'Phone 721.
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Automatic Fnone
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Albuquerque

LOANS)

Stiver
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ft erara

UJftCRANOC
RKAL ESTATE1

poratora, 'liarlo i. Munday, Henry
It .Imi.s. filarles H. Stearu. Oeorge
VA
ii smith, .ir.. Lather M Hhely, Blg- fund s Molse, Bdward H. get tie,
The Vromot "Plumber
I. iniii. hi. Tilomas V, Melaven, B.I 122 W.
Shane, Santa Itesa.
' late ORy Lumber company
Prlne
c pa
place of business al Halón. X.
m
T.-Itorlal sgent, David
Da
fcr.
.i Itaton.
'apltal stock ISit.ottn
.lunled Inti. Mve hundred 'vires .f
Jinn each, (ibjeet. deiiHng In lumber
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
ami tarm product! fend gegdral maf '
years
rhaadlsa.
Duration Mty-nlMONUMENTS
Incorporators, Alva U Robbs, vYIIllaidl
201 211 Nortii Saconri Straot
I,. UaWOOd,
White and Blaok Haaraa
K
M eCread ,
Albert
Charles I' Remsbsrg, David ! Dwy-- i
ari Raton,
fee os Vallaj Drug Company. Prlt
elpal place of business at Roswell,
M
S Moore. :.
Territorial agattt,
Etoawell,
This company bus already
been Incorporated ami niea a petlto
a
to have its capital stock Increased to

DIAMONDS
EVKR1TT,

V,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

"er..oogti.Bog.B

HARDWARE

DIAMOND
EDGE" TOOLS

RANCH

Are the favorite lools of good
men. Their all around goodness has
made them so, and all who ever used
You can't use
them swear by them.
any olher kind if you want to do the
beit work.
work-

HATCHETS.

CHISELS.

0IHLETS.

IT.

...I
AAta

.

saw a.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

SUPPLIES AND

CROCKERY
Full Line of
D. E. Tools

and Cutlery

Grade Enamel Ware
Stoves and Ranges
High

1
Phones: Auto. 546; Colo. 74

